This annotated, cumulative bibliography, developed by the Proyecto Leer Program, of more than 600 selected works in Spanish focuses on works which meet the following criteria: (1) reading difficulty does not exceed 10th grade level, and (2) selections are suitable for a Spanish-American community. Books for children are listed separately from those selected for adult readers. Availability, price, and binding are noted. (RL)
WORDS FROM THE EDITOR

The current BULLETIN lists all of the more than six hundred titles selected for the Proyecto Leer Program since its inception in the Spring of 1968. Of the thousands of titles reviewed and evaluated, this selection has been made to meet the following criteria:

1. Reading difficulty not to exceed the tenth grade reading level.
2. Subjects appropriate to the needs of the Spanish-American community; i.e. aiding in their cultural identification as well as in their need to adapt to their environment.
3. Writing of a high calibre.

The list has been divided into two sections. First, a listing of those titles suitable for children or for those working with children; and second, titles popular with the young adult and adult reader. In cases of books which are suitable for use with all age levels, they have been included in the adult book section. As a personal note, may I say that on my recent visits to several parts of the country I spoke with noted figures in Spanish-speaking communities. I repeatedly saw how vital it is for libraries to realize that they are public service agencies that should be at the disposal of the entire community they serve, and that they should fill the needs of those parts of the community which have different sets of values or interests. Community involvement should be a library objective if the library is to plan and carry out suitable programs in community service.

Martha V. Tome
Director
U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH, EDUCATION & WELFARE
OFFICE OF EDUCATION

This document has been reproduced exactly as received from the person or organization originating it. Points of view or opinions stated do not necessarily represent official office of education position or policy.

Bulletin Number 6 is a Cumulative issue covering all previously listed titles as well as new entries. An asterisk (*) following an entry denotes a new title.
CHILDREN'S BOOKS


EL ABRETO VALIENTE Catá, Jorge. La Galera 1966 unp. col. illus. $2.80. The boy sees his friend the spruce grow and fight the strong winds and the cold snow every year, until both become old. Easy-reading book.

ADAN Y EL SEÑOR DIOS Sánchez-Silva, José María. Sánchez-Silva 1967 92p. illus. $2.88. Exquisite account of the beginning of Adam, his first reactions, questions and experiences on earth, and of the coming of Eve; written in a poetic prose by a winner of the 1968 Hans Christian Andersen award. *


EL AIRE QUE NOS RODEA Thornhill, P. Ariel 1967 102p. illus. $2.85. Explains such subjects as air, respiration, wind, currents, the life of plants, rain, and how each phenomenon is produced. Includes experiments to prove the principles involved. "The Air we Breathe".

ALADINO Y LA LAMPARA MARAVILLOSA Fher 1967 unp. illus. $3.36. One of the best known and most popular of the Arabian Nights tales — Aladdin and his magic lamp.

ALBOITADA Puerto Rico Dept. Instrucción Publica Kapelusz 1958 130p. illus. $2.05. Anthology of poems for children divided into four groups; poems about nature; poems about nature and man; poems about recreation, games; poems about traditions, legends.

ALBUM DE BAMBI Salten, Felix. Cantábria n. 1. unp. col. illus. $2.40. A Spanish translation of the popular tale of Bambi, as he grows from fawn to prince of the forest.

ALEGRE West, Hugo. Diana 1963 276p. $3.25. The adventures of Alegre the congenial little Negro, who is taken away from his tribe, and made to work in a circus. YA

ALONSO DE OJEDA Jiménez-Landi, Antonio. Aguilar 1966 77p. illus. $3.15. The fascinating adventures of an intrepid captain. YA

AMBAR, EL CABRITILLO Torres, Raúl. Lito n. d. unp. col. illus. $2.80. The adventures of Ambar, the little goat, as he manages to get himself lost in the forest.

AÑO DE PROMESAS Leeuw, Adele de. Molino 1957 159p. illus. $2.30. Alida, a North American, goes to Holland where she finds adventure and romance. YA

ANTOLOGIA DE LA LITERATURA INFANTIL EN LA LENGUA ESPANOLA Bravo-Villasantre, Carmen. Doncel 1966 2 col. illus. $6.88. Anthology of the best literature for children, arranged chronologically and covering the period from the 13th to the 20th centuries.


LA APASIONANTE HISTORIA DE LOS GRANDES INVENTOS Berretta, D. & R. Costa. Juventud 1967 183p. col. illus. $4.00. An account of the great inventions that have advanced humanity. From the discovery of fire and the invention of the wheel to the atomic and radar age. YA

AQUELLAS MUJERCITAS Alcott, L. M. Fher 1967 112p. illus. $3.40. More stories of the lives of the "Little Women".

LA ARÁUCANA Erricu, Alonso de. Aguilar 1963 134p. illus. $3.15. The story of the conquest of Chile by the Spaniards. YA

EL ARBOLE CHICO Volckman Delabesse, Thelma. Aguilar 1968 unp. col. illus. $3.60. A small tree gets tired of the forest and decides to see the world. Very colorful illustrations.

EL ARCO DEL PELIGRO Rojas, Juan. Publicaciones Juventud 1966 32p. illus. $2.55. Two young men are charged with illicit drug trade, and have to find the guilty ones before it is too late.

LAS ARDILLAS MELLIZAS Serrano, María Laura. Sigmar 1966 unp. col. illus. $2.20. Picture book in which two squirrels decide to go for a walk in the forest.

ASI CRECEMOS Fritz, Jean. Sigmar 1966 unp. col. illus. $2.80. The story of growth is exemplified with animals, birds, and a child. YA


LA AVENTURA DE BOB Arquer, Florencia de. Ferma 1966 unp. col. illus. $1.50. Bob thinks that the Eskimos are inferior because they do not live like him, but when he learns many things from them he changes his opinion.

AVENTURA EN ALASKA Frankel, Haskel. Molino 1964 159p. illus. $2.50. Problems arise when pressure is put on Tom and Charlie to sell their valuable mine in Alaska. YA

AVENTURA EN VERANO Guarnieri, Rossana. Molino 1967 159p. illus. $2.20. Four children discover contraband in the tower of an old monastery. YA


LAS AVENTURAS DE ANDRES Smith, Oswald J. Publicaciones Juventud 1966 96p. illus. $2.35. Stories of the life of Andre, a young boy, set in Ontario, Canada.

AVENTURAS DE DELPHINE Y MARINETTE; LOS CINSE, LAS CAJAS DE PINTURA, LOS BUEYES Aymé, Marcel. Lumen 1962 105p. illus. $2.12. Three stories tell of the adventures of Delphine and Marinette among the swans and the bullocks and with the boxes of paint.

AVENTURAS DE PELUCHO. EL MAESTRO CIRUELA Jiménez-Landi, Antonio. Aguilar 1968 89p. col. illus. $4.60. Pelucho, the little donkey, and his master, Ciruela have many adventures as they travel through Spain.

AVENTURAS DE PELUCHO. LOS EXCURSIONISTAS Jiménez-Landi, Antonio. Aguilar 1959 89p. col. illus. $4.60. Pelucho, the little donkey, and his master Ciruela lead the young reader through the history, folklores, and cultural heritage of Spain.

LAS AVENTURAS DE PINOCCHO Collodi, Carlo. Juventud 1962 163p. col. illus. $4.25. Adventures of a wooden boy whose nose grows longer each time he tells a lie. *
CHILDREN'S BOOKS

AVENTURAS DE POLICÍN ELA Hille-Brandts, L. Aymá 1966 unp. col. illus. $3.60. The little puppet is bored in the play room, so he runs away and has all kinds of adventures in the sea, in the Circus, etc.

AVENTURAS DE TELEMACHO Fenollosa. Peuser 1961 243p. illus. $2.84. Telemancio, the son of Ulysses, goes out to look for his father who has been missing for 20 years, and after many adventures they meet again. YA

AVENTURAS DE TOM SAWYER Twain, Mark. Mexico, Diana 1963 252p. illus. $3.70. The amusing and sometimes hair-raising escapades of Tom and his friend Huck are based on the author's recollections of his boyhood life in Missouri.

BABAR Y EL PAPA NOEL Brunhoff, Jean de. Aymá 1965 23p. illus. $3.10. Santa Claus visits the land of the elephant children.

EL BARQUITO BROMISTA Rey, Ma. Angeles. La Galera 1965 unp. illus. $3.80. The little boy always plays tricks on the other boats. Easy-reading book.

EL BAZAR DE TODAS LAS COSAS Fortun, Elena. LAS BELLAS HISTORIAS DE LA BIBLIA Maxwell, Thedor Amadeus. Molino 1967 112p. illus. $2.60. Rural life in Spain through the four seasons is described with full page pictures and simple text.


UN CAPITAN DE QUINCE AÑOS Verne, J. Fher 1967 112p. illus. $3.40. Fifteen year old Dick has many exciting adventures as captain of his own ship.

LA CARTA PARA MI AMIGO Cuadrench, Antonio. Aguilar 1957 87p. illus. $1.65. Charlemagne takes over the empire and starts his successful campaigns. YA

LAS BELLAS HISTORIAS DE LA BIBLIA Maxwell, Arturo S. Ediciones Interamericanas 1965 10v. illus. $197.50. Selections from two well-known Spanish-Catholic versions of the Bible adapted for children. YA

LA CASCADA MARAVILLOSA Linde, Gunnel. Timim Mas 1953 unp. col. illus. $2.10. The story of Uncle Tom.

LA CABAÑA BOTONCITO DE ORO Helps, Racey. Molino 1966 unp. illus. $1.60. Francisquita, the frog, is lonesome in her new home; she gives a party but nobody comes to it, until she finds a friend to help her.


LA CENA EN LA CASA DEL MUNECAS Leeuw, Adele de. La Calera 1965 unp. col. illus. $2.50. The little puppet is involved.

LA CENICIENTA Fher 1967 unp. illus. $1.94. The story of Cinderella, complete with pumpkin-carriage and prince.

LA CENICIENTA DE RUBIO ANDRES帮助, Racey. Molino 1965 252p. illus. $2.50. The story of the Nutcracker is told to a little sick girl, who dreams that she sees the rats and dolls of the story and finally gets engaged to the Nutcracker himself.

LA CENICIENTA DE RUBIO ANDRES helps, Racey. Molino 1963 96p. illus. $2.10. Seven short stories by a well-known Spanish children's writer.

LA CENA EN LA CASA DEL MUNECAS Leeuw, Adele de. La Calera 1965 unp. col. illus. $2.50. Ann Maria relates the adventures that she and her brothers and sisters have during a summer on the Costa Brava.

LA CENICIENTA Fher 1967 unp. illus. $1.94. The story of Cinderella, complete with pumpkin-carriage and prince.

LA CENICIENTA Fher 1967 unp. illus. $1.94. The story of Cinderella, complete with pumpkin-carriage and prince.

LA CENICIENTA DE RUBIO ANDRES helps, Racey. Molino 1963 96p. illus. $2.10. Seven short stories by a well-known Spanish children's writer.

LA CENICIENTA DE RUBIO ANDRES helps, Racey. Molino 1963 96p. illus. $2.10. Seven short stories by a well-known Spanish children's writer.

LA CENICIENTA DE RUBIO ANDRES helps, Racey. Molino 1963 96p. illus. $2.10. Seven short stories by a well-known Spanish children's writer.

LA CENICIENTA DE RUBIO ANDRES helps, Racey. Molino 1963 96p. illus. $2.10. Seven short stories by a well-known Spanish children's writer.
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LA CENICIENTA DE RUBIO ANDRES helps, Racey. Molino 1963 96p. illus. $2.10. Seven short stories by a well-known Spanish children's writer.

LA CENICIENTA DE RUBIO ANDRES helps, Racey. Molino 1963 96p. illus. $2.10. Seven short stories by a well-known Spanish children's writer.

LA CENICIENTA DE RUBIO ANDRES helps, Racey. Molino 1963 96p. illus. $2.10. Seven short stories by a well-known Spanish children's writer.

LA CENICIENTA DE RUBIO ANDRES helps, Racey. Molino 1963 96p. illus. $2.10. Seven short stories by a well-known Spanish children's writer.

LA CENICIENTA DE RUBIO ANDRES helps, Racey. Molino 1963 96p. illus. $2.10. Seven short stories by a well-known Spanish children's writer.

LA CENICIENTA DE RUBIO ANDRES helps, Racey. Molino 1963 96p. illus. $2.10. Seven short stories by a well-known Spanish children's writer.

LA CENICIENTA DE RUBIO ANDRES helps, Racey. Molino 1963 96p. illus. $2.10. Seven short stories by a well-known Spanish children's writer.
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LA CENICIENTA DE RUBIO ANDRES helps, Racey. Molino 1963 96p. illus. $2.10. Seven short stories by a well-known Spanish children's writer.

LA CENICIENTA DE RUBIO ANDRES helps, Racey. Molino 1963 96p. illus. $2.10. Seven short stories by a well-known Spanish children's writer.

LA CENICIENTA DE RUBIO ANDRES helps, Racey. Molino 1963 96p. illus. $2.10. Seven short stories by a well-known Spanish children's writer.

LA CENICIENTA DE RUBIO ANDRES helps, Racey. Molino 1963 96p. illus. $2.10. Seven short stories by a well-known Spanish children's writer.

LA CENICIENTA DE RUBIO ANDRES helps, Racey. Molino 1963 96p. illus. $2.10. Seven short stories by a well-known Spanish children's writer.
CHISPA, EL PEQUEÑO PONY | Gunder, Eman. Sigmar 1965 unp. col. illus. $2.55. Chispa the little pony enjoys taking all the children of the small town for a ride during the weekends, but he misses them during the week so he decides to go around town looking for them.


101 EXPERIMENTOS CIENTIFICOS | Stone, George K. Blyton, Enid. Fernández 1964 unp. illus. $3.37. Experiments children can do to help their understanding of the functioning of plants and animals, the physical world, electricity, mechanics, acoustics etc. “Science projects you can do”.

LOS CINCO SENTIDOS | Sigmar unp. col. illus. $1.75. The five senses are explained in this hardback picture book.

LOS CINCO Y EL TESORO DE LA ISLA | Blyton, Enid. Júventud Barcelona 1964 156p. illus. $1.65. Three English children go for a vacation to see their cousin, and with her and her dog they have fantastic adventures and find a hidden treasure on an island.

EL CIRCO A.J.M. Aguilar 1966 unp. illus. $4.05. The Molinette brothers demonstrate their abilities in the circus.

LA CIUDAD Jiménez-Landi, Antonio. Aguilar 1967 67p. col. illus. $2.60. A walk through a small Spanish town to see the daily activities, public buildings, shops, train station, the park, the river, the people and their houses.

¡COMO ES LA LUNA! | Branley, Franklyn M. Crowell 1968 unp. col. illus. $4.50. Takes you on a make-believe trip to the moon to see what it is like.

CON LAPIZ Y PAPEL | White, Peter. Santillana 1967 96p. illus. $1.80. An initiation into easy drawing. YA


CONOCO LOS HABITANTES DEL MAR | Fher 1967 unp. illus. $2.37. General and simple survey of the creatures of the sea.

CONOCO LOS MAMIFEROS | Fher 1967 unp. illus. $2.12. An introduction to mammals of the world.

LA CONQUISTA DE LAS GRANDES CUMBRES RIBERA, Antonio. I.D.A.G. 1968 147p. col. illus. $2.75. Account of different mountain climbing trips, especially the conquest of Everest by Hillary. YA


CORAZON De Amicis, E. Fher 1967 112p. illus. $3.40. Henry's diary tells of his many adventures with his friends.

CORAZON De Amicis, Edmundo. Vasco Americana 1963 202p. illus. $2.50. Henry tells in his diary his adventures and experiences with his friends and at school.


CRISTOBAL COLON Mercamaga, J. M. Fher 1967 79p. illus. $2.44. Story of Columbus and his four voyages. YA

LOS CUATRO AVENTUREROS | Blyton, Enid. Molino 1967 174p. illus. $2.35. Andy, Tom, Mary and Jill set sail to spend a week-end on “Pequeña Isla”, but a storm takes them to another island where they have many adventures.


EL CUENTO DE FERDINANDO | Leaf, Munro. Viking 1962 unp. illus. $2.57. A young bull prefers smelling flowers to fighting, until he sits on a bee.

EL CUENTO DE LAS DOS LUNAS | Scheidl, Gerda Maria. Ayma 1963 unp. illus. $3.59. The story of a small paper moon who travels through a very special night.


CUENTOS DE CANTERBURY | Chaucer. Aguilar 1962 74p. illus. $3.15. Adapted selections of some of Chaucer's Canterbury Tales. YA

CUENTOS DE JAVIER | Diegos, Luis de. Doncel 1967 109p. color illus. $2.40. A father writes delightful stories about his son and his ideas and experiences, when the boy tries to learn from a frog how to swim, when he wants to be a fireman, etc.


CUENTOS DEL PARVULITO | Cantábrica 1966 unp. col. illus. $1.98. Four amusingly illustrated stories for young children.

LOS CUENTOS DEL DIEJO LOJO | Mulder, Elisabeth. Barcelona, Júventud 1959 126p. illus. $1.40. When the children's mother has to leave them alone the old clock entertains them by telling them what he has seen during his long life.


CUENTOS PARA GRANDES Y CHICOS | Penín, José Maria. Lumen 1961 109p. illus. $1.70. Eight short stories where real life and fiction are combined, each with a moral.


DE LA TIERRA A LA LUNA | Verne, Julio. Kapelusz 1961 137p. col. illus. $3.25. A nineteenth-century tale of a journey to the moon which parallels modern space flight. YA


EL DIARIO DE VERONICA, UNA TARDE EN CASA | Frere, Maud. Barcelona, JUventud 1959 105p. illus. $1.70. A father writes delightful stories about his son and his ideas and experiences, when the boy tries to learn from a frog how to swim, when he wants to be a fireman, etc.

EL CUENTO DE VERONICA | Gunder, Eman. Júventud mar 1965 unp. col. illus. $2.55. Veronica goes to spend an afternoon at the home of her best friend Alicia.
DIFFERENT EXPLORATIONS OF THE AMAZON, describing life there.

LOS DIEZ PERRITOS Molino 1962 unp. col. illus. $1.42. Delightful rhyme about ten small dogs, known by all Spanish-speaking children.


DON QUIJOTE DE LA MANCHA Cervantes, Miguel de. Aguilar 1965 117p. illus. $3.15. An adaptation of one of the most popular of the Spanish classics.

DON QUIJOTE EN CASA DE LOS DUQUES ‘Cervantes, Miguel de. Aguilar 1966 117p. illus. $3.15. Don Quijote and Sancho Panza find a real castle in their wanderings around La Mancha. Adaptation of one of the episodes of El Quijote. YA

LOS DOS CHICO EN EL MAR Rojas, Juan. Publicaciones Juventud 1966 30p. illus. $2.55. Gerardo and Chico sail on a pleasure trip to Juan Claro where they find adventure and save a boy's life. YA

LA EDAD DE ORO Marti, Jose. Huemul 1966 262p. $1.45. Stories, poems and short biographies of well known Americans written especially for children by the Cuban poet and hero.

LOS DOS RATONCITOS/EL BURRITO INUTILES Hershoff, Evelyn Glantz. Delightful rhyme about ten small dogs, known by all Spanish-speaking children.


EL GARAGE DE LOS ANIMALES/LOS ANIMALES DE UNA GAS STATION Serrano, Maria Laura. Sigmar 1966 60p. col. illus. $2.50. Two picture book stories in which a dog opens a gas station, and the animals all turn carpenters.

LOS GATITOS MELLIZOS Serrano, Maria Laura. Sigmar 1963 59p. col. illus. $2.50. Two short animal stories with a moral.

EL GARROBO SABIO Prieto, Mariana. John Day 1963 unp. illus. $2.50. A story of the clever cat who makes his master the richest man in the world. YA

FABULAS DE LA FONTAINE La Fontaine. Cantabrica 1967 unp. col. illus. $2.40. Very short stories, with a moral, in which the birds and animals reflect some of the weaknesses and follies of the human race.


LA FAMILIA EN EL TRANSATLANTICO Blyton, Enid. Molino 1966 65p. illus. $2.12. Mike, Belinda, and Ana with their parents take a trip to the U.S. on the Queen Elizabeth.

LA FAMILIA MUMIN Jansson, Tove. Noguer 1967 192p. illus. $2.26. When the first snow fell in the Valley of the Moomins, the whole family went to sleep for the winter. And when the first cuckoo arrived at four o'clock one morning, they woke up! The adventures of the members of this queer little family center around the Hobgoblin's tall black hut.

LA FAMILIA SUIZA ROBINSON Wyss, Johann. Albón 1968 59p. col. illus. $2.50. The surprising adventures of a Swiss family shipwrecked on a desert island.

EL FANTASMA DE CANTERVILLE, EL JOVEN REY Wilde, Oscar. Lumen 1960 99p. col. illus. $2.12. Two short stories in which an American family buys a castle and befriends a ghost; and a young king learns sorrowfully of the great suffering that has gone into the preparations for his coronation.

FELIPE EL APRENDIZ DE TORERO Vavra, Roberto. Timun Más 1967 unp. col. illus. $3.45. Felipe learns how to do bullfighting. He learns how to do it and gets an opportunity to try his skill with a yearling calf. YA

LA FIESTA Joslin, Sesyle. A picture book on a birthday party, using word repetition as an aid to comprehension.


EL GALLO SABIO Prieto, Mariana. John Day 1963 unp. illus. $2.50. A story of the clever cat who makes his master the richest man in the world. YA

EL GARROBO SABIO Prieto, Mariana. John Day 1963 unp. illus. $2.50. A story of the clever cat who makes his master the richest man in the world. YA

EL GALLO SABIO Prieto, Mariana. John Day 1963 unp. illus. $2.50. A story of the clever cat who makes his master the richest man in the world. YA

EL GARROBO SABIO Prieto, Mariana. John Day 1963 unp. illus. $2.50. A story of the clever cat who makes his master the richest man in the world. YA

FABULAS DAROQUI Julia. Sigmar 1963 60p. col. illus. $2.90. Forty-seven short fables, with a moral, are retold here in a fairly simple language.

FABULAS DE LA FONTAINE La Fontaine. Cantabrica 1967 unp. col. illus. $2.40. Very short stories, with a moral, in which the birds and animals reflect some of the weaknesses and follies of the human race.


LA FAMILIA EN EL TRANSATLANTICO Blyton, Enid. Molino 1966 65p. illus. $2.12. Mike, Belinda, and Ana with their parents take a trip to the U.S. on the Queen Elizabeth.

LA FAMILIA MUMIN Jansson, Tove. Noguer 1967 192p. illus. $2.26. When the first snow fell in the Valley of the Moomins, the whole family went to sleep for the winter. And when the first cuckoo arrived at four o'clock one morning, they woke up! The adventures of the members of this queer little family center around the Hobgoblin's tall black hut.

LA FAMILIA SUIZA ROBINSON Wyss, Johann. Albón 1968 59p. col. illus. $2.50. The surprising adventures of a Swiss family shipwrecked on a desert island.

EL FANTASMA DE CANTERVILLE, EL JOVEN REY Wilde, Oscar. Lumen 1960 99p. col. illus. $2.12. Two short stories in which an American family buys a castle and befriends a ghost; and a young king learns sorrowfully of the great suffering that has gone into the preparations for his coronation.

FELIPE EL APRENDIZ DE TORERO Vavra, Roberto. Timun Más 1967 unp. col. illus. $3.45. Felipe learns how to do bullfighting. He learns how to do it and gets an opportunity to try his skill with a yearling calf. YA

LA FIESTA Joslin, Sesyle. A picture book on a birthday party, using word repetition as an aid to comprehension.


EL GALLO SABIO Prieto, Mariana. John Day 1963 unp. illus. $2.86. On Christmas Eve, the animals in the stable in Bethlehem gain the ability to speak.

EL GARROBO SABIO Prieto, Mariana. John Day 1963 unp. illus. $2.86. On Christmas Eve, the animals in the stable in Bethlehem gain the ability to speak.

EL GARROBO SABIO Prieto, Mariana. John Day 1963 unp. illus. $2.86. On Christmas Eve, the animals in the stable in Bethlehem gain the ability to speak.

EL GARROBO SABIO Prieto, Mariana. John Day 1963 unp. illus. $2.86. On Christmas Eve, the animals in the stable in Bethlehem gain the ability to speak.
CHILDREN’S BOOKS

EL GATO SOÑADOR Le Page, Jacqueline. Cantábrica 1967 unp. col. illus. $2.40. Mostachitos, the cat, learns about the Sleeping Beauty story and is determined to go after her with all his friends from the enchanted forest.


GENTES Y LUGARES Disney, Walt. Gaia 1967 176p. col. illus. $6.04. Explains what can be learned about man, his traditions and costumes from a study of twelve different groups, profusely illustrated. YA

GILBERTO Y EL VIENTO Ets, Marie Hall. Viking Press 1967 32p. illus. $3.37. A small Mexican boy finds the wind is his playmate.

EL GLOBO DE PAPEL Vives de Pávregas, Elisa. Barcelona, La Galera 1966 unp. col. illus. $2.10. The balloon flies over the sky several times, to the delight of the children of several villages. Easy reading book.


EL GRAN VIAJE DE GOTA ZUL Y GOTAVERDE Garriga, Angeles. La Galera 1964 un. col. illus. $2.50. Delightful picture book of two drops of water and all their adventures.

HA VUELTO MARY POPPINS 'a travers, P. L. Barcelona, Juventud 1966 204p. illus. $1.80. Mary Poppins comes back on the end of a kite string, stays with the Banks family for a while, and then disappears on a merry-go-round horse.

HAY UN TORO EN MI BALCON Joslin, Sesyle. Harcourt, Brace & World 1966 unp. illus. $1.67. A guide to the most commonly used English-Spanish phrases.

HEIDI Spyri, Juana. Barcelona, Juventud 1967 207p. illus. $3.05. A Swiss girl is heartbroken when she is forced to leave her grandfather’s home in the mountains to be companion to a sick child in town.

HELEN KELLER Soler Blanch, C. I.D. A.G. 1965 158p. col. illus. $2.75. Although a childhood illness made her blind and deaf, she learned to read, write, and speak, graduated from college, and worked to help others like herself. YA

HISTORIA DE VALEK, EL CABALLO Janosch. Ltimen 1964 60p. col. illus. $1.70. A bird gives him a magic violin by means of which things get bigger or smaller, and Josa uses it to help the poor and needy.


HISTORIAS CON ANIMALES Jiménez-Landi, Antonio. Aguilar 1958 85p. illus. $3.90. Thirty-two short stories and legends in which animals assume an important role.


HISTORIA DE VALEK, EL CABALLO Janosch. Lú- men 1963 un. illus. $1.98. The story of Valek the gentle horse and his friendship with a soldier and a violin.

HISTORIA UNIVERSAL Watson, J. Werner. Timm 1967 127p. col. illus. $4.60. General account of the history of the world from the first men to the present day.
CHILDREN'S BOOKS

JUEGA Y CONSTRUYE Sáinz-Pardo, Manuel. Santillana 1967 109p. illus. $2.26. Play and construct at the same time. YA


JULIO CESAR Espina, Antonio. Aguilar 1958 85p. illus. $4.05. The life and campaigns of Julius Caesar. YA

LAS LAGRINAS DE COCODRILLO François, André. Lumen 1961 unp. illus. $1.70. Tells how the crocodile came to bite the professor, and how sorry he was ever after, so that his tears never dried up.

LOS LARSSON Y SU OLLA A PRESION Unnerstad, A. J. M. adap. Aguilar 1963 90p. illus. $2.30. The story of the family that grew so much that they had to move out of their apartment and live in a horse-wagon.

LAWRENCE DE ARABIA Urbina, Pedro A. I.D.A.G. 1967 152p. illus. $2.75. Story of the mysterious man who aided the Arabs in their fight against the Turks during World War I. YA

EL LAZARILLO DE TORMES A.J.M. adap. Aguilar 1961 85p. illus. $3.15. The episodes of Lazarillo de Tormes, a roguish orphan boy, who serves as a blind person's guide. YA

LA LECHERA/LAS HABICHUELAS MAGICAS Vasco Americana 1968 unp. illus. $1.25. Two delightful stories of the girl who is on her way to sell a pitcher of milk and dreams how the money she earns will grow; and the adventures of Periquín and the magic string bean.


LEYENDAS DE AL-ANDALUS Morales, Rafael. Aguilar 1960 85p. illus. $3.90. Selection of legends from Andalucia, Spain.


LEYENDAS DE JESUS Lagerlof, Selma. Miñarro 1961 100p. col. illus. $2.12. Beautiful legends of the childhood of Jesus in which charity, justice, and love are praised.

LEYENDAS DEL CARIBE Morales, Rafael. Aguilar 1959 104p. illus. $3.90. Legends from the Caribbean area.

LEYENDAS DEL RIO DE LA PLATA Morales, Rafael. Aguilar 1958 88p. illus. $3.90. Thirteen legends and nature myths of Argentina.

LEYENDAS GRIEGAS Jiménez-Landi, Antonio. Aguilar 1964 76p. illus. $3.75. Selection of Greek legends.

LEYENDAS INCAS Soler Blanch, Carmen (s) (a) I.D. A.G. 1964 194p. col. illus. $2.75. Forty-five folk tales of the Incas. YA

LEYENDAS MEXICANAS Morales, Rafael. Aguilar 1958 85p. illus. $3.90. Mexican and Spanish legends of Mexico.

LEYENDAS UNIVERSALES Darroqui, Julia. Sigmar 1961 60p. col. illus. $2.90. Thirty-two short legends from all over the world.

EL LIBRO DE LOS ALIMENTOS Petersham, Maud and Miska. Barcelona, Juventud 1962 unp. illus. $1.95. A history of many different foods — where they came from and how they are prepared.

EL LIBRO DE LOS REYES MAGOS Freixas, Emilio. Sucesor de G. Meseguer 1963 unp. illus. $2.26. A popular Latin American tale of the three kings as they come to visit the Child.

EL LIBRO DE ORO DE LOS NIÑOS Jarnes, Benjamin (e). Uteha 1966 6v. illus. $67.50. Six volumes of stories and poems on every subject of interest to children.

LA LLUVIA QUE LLOVIO POR PRIMERA VEZ Cots, Jorge. Barcelona, La Galera 1967 unp. illus. $2.45. The new-born rain does not know where to drop its first raindrops, and decides on a small village which it can quite cover.

MAITE EN APUROS Arquer, "lorenicia de. Forns 1965 156p. $1.35. Maite and her friend Maria Salomé help to catch a group of thieves.

MANGOCHO Vigil, Constancio C. Atlantida 1957 122p. illus. $2.40. The daily impressions and adventures of Mangocho during several years of his life.

MANSION DEL PAJARILLO Guilot, René. Más 1967 47p. col. illus. $3.00. Mariela goes to live in the enchanted castle with the queen and her son the bird.

MANUELITO, EL NIÑO NAVARO Ramirez, Pablo. Juventud 1963 19p. illus. $1.70. The story of a small Navaho boy who leaves his Indian settlement to follow a wild, beautiful horse.

EL MAR Aguirre F. Goico. Aguilar 1967 72p. illus. $2.60. A pictorial guide to life in the ocean.

MARAVILLAS DE LA NATURALEZA Platt, Rutherford. Gaisa 1967 177p. col. illus. $5.95. With many beautiful illustrations, tells of living things that survive in the jungle, the Arctic, the mountains, deserts and swamps. YA

LAS MARAVILLAS DE LA SELVA Sherman, Georges (a). Ga'sa 1956 176p. col. illus. $5.90. Very good presentation and illustrations of the fauna and flora of the Amazon jungle. YA

LAS MARAVILLAS MAQUINAS SIMPLICES Pine, T. S.; Levine, J. Ariel 1957 48p. illus. $1.70. Many everyday jobs are done with the aid of a lever, wedge, pulley or wheel. "Simple Machines and how to use them".

EL MARAVILLOSO VIAJE DE NOL HOGERSSON A TRAVES DE SUECIA Lagerlof, Selma. Diana 1963 355p. $3.55. Nils, on the back of the grey goose, learns all about the land, the birds and animals, the folklore and customs of Sweden.

MARCELINO, PAN Y VINO Sánchez-Silva, José María. Doncel 1965 155p. col. illus. $2.45. Marcelino is left at the door of a monastery and the monks rear him. He becomes a friend of the Christ on the cross kept in the attic, to whom he brings wine and bread every day because he looks hungry and lonely. *

MARIA ANTONIETA Sarro, Gloria. I.D.A.G. 1963 206p. col. illus. $2.75. The life of Marie Antoinette, from the time of her marriage to the Dauphin until her death. YA

LA MARIPOSA Fher 1967 unp. illus. $2.13. A butterfly wants to become a flower, but she learns that what really counts is friendship.

MARTIN FIERRO Hernandez, José. Aguilar 1962 78p. illus. $3.15. Martin Fierro, an Argentine gaucho, narrates his adventures. YA
MARTIN FIERRO Hernández, José. Sigmar 1963 60p. col. illus. $2.70. Selection for children of parts of the immortal poem of the Argentinian gaucho.


MARY POPPINS ABRE LA PUERTA Travers, P. L. Barcelona, Juventud 1964 175p. illus. $1.80. This time Mary Poppins arrives in a rocket on Guy Fawkes' Day to once again delight the Banks family — Mary Poppins Opens the Door.

MARY POPPINS EN EL PARQUE Travers, P. L. Barcelona, Juventud 1964 175p. illus. $1.80. Mary Poppins has more adventures with Michael, Jane, the twins, and baby Annabel. “Mary Poppins in the park.”

LA MAS TRAVIESA DEL REBANO Garriga, Angeles. Barcelona, La Galera 1964 unp. col. illus. $3.68. Campanilla, the gay kid, and Espuma, the quiet one, are inseparable friends in the flock.

MATONKIKI Y SUS HERMANAS Fortún, Elena. Agua, the gay kid, and Espuma, the quiet one, are inseparable friends in the flock.

MIRATE LOS OJOS Showers, Paul. Crowell 1968 33p. col. illus. $4.50. Describes the functions of the eyes—the lids, lashes, pupils and tears, with pictures of a small boy studying his face in a car mirror.

MIS PRIMERAS LETRAS Serrano, Carmen G. Trillas 1967 112p. illus. $3.40. The story of Captain Ahab and the famous white whale, “Moby Dick.”

MOTHER GOOSE ON THE RIO GRANDE Alexander, Frances. Banks Upshaw 1960 101p. illus. $3.10. Rhymes, plays and riddles popular with Latin Americans; in English and Spanish.

MUJERCITAS Alcott, L. M. Fher 1967 112p. illus. $3.40. The ever popular story of Meg, Jo, Amy and Beth—Little Women.

EL MUNDO DE LAS AVES Dorst, Jean. Timin Máis 1965 95p. col. illus. $4.60. Good account of birds; the different species, how they live, and their migrations.

EL MUNDO DE LAS PLANTAS Verité, Marcella. Timin Máis 1955 95p. col. illus. $5.30. Explanation of the different parts of plants and trees and of the different species, what they can be used for, etc.


EL MUNDO DE LOS JARDINES Y DE LAS FLORES Verité, Marcella. Descle de Brouwer 1965 95p. illus. $3.29. Enumeration of famous gardens from Ancient to Modern times. History of the flowers, their legends and medicinal attributes. Colorful illustrations. YA

MUNDO SIN GOBERNADOR Cadilla de Desclée de Brouwer 1967 75p. illus. $3.60. The day-by-day experiences of a country boy on his trips to the next town, to the ocean, etc. in poetic prose.


NAPOLEON Uson, A. G. Atlantida 1965 155p. illus. $1.80. Life of the man that led France to overwhelming victories and defeats. YA

LA BENDICION A TRAVES DE LOS SIGLOS Kervern, Carlos. Descle de Brouwer 1964 92p. illus. $3.25. Interesting view of navigation from its beginning to the trip of the atomic submarine Nautilus. Many illustrations and a vocabulary at the end of the nautical terms used. YA


LOS NIÑOS QUE VIVIAN EN UN ZAPATO Serrano, María Laura. Sigmar 1965 unp. col. illus. $2.20. The little old lady lives very happily in a shoe with all her children. Delightful simple story in verse.


NUESTRO AMIGO EL ATOMO Haber, Heinz. Sudamericana 1960 164p. col. illus. $3.70. A history of nuclear theory from the Greeks to the scientists of the present day, including a description of the atom, its nucleus, neutrons, electrons, etc., and how man can harness the atom to improve conditions all over the world. YA

NUESTRO MUNDO ES SONORO Pine, T. S., & Levine, J. Ariel 1967 47p. illus. $1.70. Find out about sound by making a bottle sing or playing different notes on a drinking straw. “Sound all around”.

NUNURS EN EL MAR Laydu, Claude. Timin Máis 1966 unp. col. illus. $2.60. A colorful picture book of the adventures of Nunos and his friends and their sailboat.

OSCAR COSMONAUTA Kurtz, Carmen. Barcelona, Juven-tund 1967 173p. illus. $1.80. Oscar and his friends fix up an old marine boiler to look like a missile, and he takes an imaginary trip to their world.
CHILDREN'S BOOKS

PAIS DE SILVIA Lacau, Maria Hortensia. Kapelusz 1962 61p. illus. $2.05. Anthology of short poems for children.

EL PAJARITO ENCANTADOR Mnuk, Henri. Desclée de Brouwer 1966 unp. col. illus. $1.86. The enchanting little bird goes to see the great old owl to learn how to have a beautiful tail. Picture book with a moral. *

EL PAJARO DE NIEVE Soler, Carolina. Aguilar 1966 146p. illus. $2.00. A selection of Spanish folk tales and poems designed for young readers.

PAPA ES GRANDE Radlauer, Ruth (e) Bowman 1967 unp. col. illus. $2.95. How a little boy sees his father.


UN PAPALOTE PARA CARLOS Prieto, Mariana. John Day 1966 48p. col. illus. $2.86. Carlos receives a beautiful kite from his grandfather for his birthday and when he tries to fly it the kite gets entangled in a tree.

PARA VENCER A UN TIGRE SE NECESITA LA AYUDA DE UN HERMANO Lewis, Elizabeth Foreman. Juventud 1964 190p. $2.15. A story of modern China centering around a Chinese youth’s struggle with the tiger of war. ‘To beat a tiger one needs a brother’s help’. YA

PEDRIN, EL CONEJO TRAVIESO Potter, Beatrix. Frederick Warne 1958 59p. col. illus. $1.50. Adventures of Peter Rabbit who disobeys his mother and goes into Mr. MacGregor’s garden.

PELO LACIO, PELO RIZO Goldin, Augusta. Crowell 1968 35p. col. illus. $4.50. Hair can be straight, curly or very curly and the very young child learns, through easy text and gay illustrations, why this is so. "Straight Hair, Curly Hair".

PEQUENA ENCICLOPEDIA R. Fernandez Urcelay. Cantábrica 1966 unp. col. illus. $2.10. A very brief and basic encyclopedia for small children.

PEREZ Y MARTINA Belpré, Pura. Frederick Warne 1960 unp. col. illus. $2.51. Martina the cockroach decides to marry the fine gentlemen Pérez the mouse.

PETER PAN Y WENDY Barrie, J. M. Juventud 1961 185p. col. illus. $4.25. The story of a mischievous little boy who never grows up, and of fairies and pirates and Indians in Never-Never-Land. *


PICO, EL PATITO PR°SUMIDO Raillon, Madeleine. Barcelona, Juventud 1958 19p. col. illus. $2.10. Pito the duckling decides to go to the fair to buy a new suit.

PILLASTRE, MI TREMENDO MAPACHE North, Sterling. Noguer 1966 161p. illus. $2.26. From the time when Sterling first brought the little raccoon home and fed it through a clean wheat straw until the summer a year later when he released him on Lake Koskikonong to find a mate—this is the story of the author’s unusual pet. Translation of “Little Rascal”.

PINGO, PONGO Y ENRIQUE EL FUERTE Höffling, Helmut. Toray 1963 111p. illus. $1.53. The adventures of two penguins and a dog when they escape from the polar regions and go to Africa, where their help is needed. Friendship and justice is stressed.

EL PINGUINO PONDUS Myrhøl, Ivar. Timón Más 1966 unp. col. photo. $3.44. Pondus the Penguin leaves his cage in the zoo to visit the monkeys. Picture Book.

PINOCHIO Fher 1967 unp. illus. $1.94. Pinocchio, the wooden boy, becomes involved in all kinds of difficulties until he returns to Gepeo.


PLATERO Y YO Jiménez, Juan Ramón. Aguilar 1967 157p. illus. $3.90. Selections from the popular tale of a peasant and his donkey.


EL POEMA DEL CID A.J.M. Aguilar 1961 102p. illus. $5.15. Don Rodrigo Díaz de Vivar is exiled by his king but his great victories win him his return. YA

POESIA EN PROSA Y VERSO Jiménez, Juan Ramón. Aguilar 1962 136p. illus. $3.15. A collection of the author’s poetic prose and verse. YA

POESIAS DE LA MADRE OCA Reid, Alastair. Thomas Y. Crowell 1968 unp. col. illus. $3.85. The Mother Goose rhymes take on a wholly different charm in Spanish.

EL POLIZON DEL “ULISES” Matute, Ana Maria. Lumen 1965 121p. illus. $1.85. Jufi dreams that he is the captain of a ship, but it was only the attic of his house. He finds a fugitive there and they become friends.

POLLITOS Y PATTITOS Molino 1961 unp. col. illus. $2.82. The chicks and the ducklings find life full of adventure.


PRECIASAMENTE ASI Kipling, Rudyard. Juventud 1967 96p. col. illus. $3.70. Twelve stories of the “High and Far-Off Times” when whales had large open throats, camels were humpless, leopards spotless, and man had no alphabet. *

PREGUNTAS Y RESPUESTAS SOBRE CIENCIA ELEMENTAL Sonneborn, Ruth A. Sigmar 1966 69p. col. illus. $3.70. Answers given to the kinds of questions children ask about everyday science. Answers are clear and easy to understand and pictures are colorful and explanatory. “Book of Everyday Science”.

PREGUNTAS Y RESPUESTAS SOBRE EL CUERPO HUMANO McGovern, Ann. Sigmar 1967 68p. col. illus. $3.70. Questions and answers, at children’s level, on the different parts of the human body and how it works. Good illustrations.

PREGUNTAS Y RESPUESTAS SOBRE LA NATURALEZA Saunders, John R. Sigmar 1966 69p. col. illus. $3.70. Simple answers given to some of the questions children ask about animals, trees, minerals, stars, and ocean; good illustrations.


PRIMERAS IMAGENES, PRIMERAS PALABRAS, VOL. 1 - IV Mata, Marta, director. Barcelona, La Galera 1967 unp. col. illus. $2.45. The first words and actions small children are familiar with: people, the house, food, and clothing.
LA PRINCESA CAPRICHOZA Fher 1967 unp. col. illus. $1.65. The stubborn princess learns to respect and love all the beautiful things in life.

EL PRINCIPE QUE TODO LO APRENDIO EN LOS LIBROS Benavente, Jacinto. Juventud 1967 79p. illus. $1.65. A two-act play about a prince who was looking for all the beauties of the fairy tales.

EL PRINCIPITO Saint-Exupery, Antoine de. Fernández 1967 65p. illus. $2.70. The Little Prince, who is from another planet, meets the author in the middle of the Sahara desert, and as he recounts his experiences on his own and other planets they consider together what the really important things in life are.

EL PRISIONERO DE ZENDA Hope, Anthony. I.D.A.G. 1968 116p. col. illus. $2.75. Rudolf Rasendyroll impersonates the King of Ruritanian, and then is forced to rescue him by means that necessitate duels, midnight swims in the mout, and entanglements with two villains. YA

PULGARCITA Fher 1967 unp. illus. $2.13. The tale of Thumbelina, the girl small enough to sleep in half a walnut shell.

PULGARCITO Fher 1967 unp. illus. $2.61. Using his ingenuous ideas, Tom Thumb saves his family.

¿QUE DICES? Crume, Marion W. Bowmar 1969 unp. illus. $3.24. Chidy, Tommy and Mrs. Hill each say something different to express the same meaning. And the question is asked, 'What do you say?'

EL RATONCITO AVENTURERO & UN MARAVILLOSO VIAJE Vasce Americana 1962 unp. col. illus. $1.55. Two short stories in which a mouse and a child take a trip in space.

RED KID DE ARIZONA Guililot, Rene. Capelusz 1965 unp. illus. $2.65. Red Kid leaves the farm where he is working to look for a better future and to help his friend Rodrigo.

LA REINA DE LOS PAJAROS Vigil, Constancio C. Atlántida 1967 unp. illus. $2.60. The Queen of the Birds sets up a school for the young birds so they will learn how to live free.


UN RENACUAJO EN LA ESCUELA Ollé, Ma. Angeles. La Galera 1964 unp. illus. $2.50. When a tadpole goes to school he does not learn much, but he makes many friends.

EL REY, LOS RATONES Y EL QUESO Gurney, Eric & Nancy. Randon House 1967 65p. col. illus. $2.76. Bilingual edition of the beginning-to-read book, the King, the Mouse and the Cheese.


ROBIN HOOD Dumas, A. Fher 1967 112p. illus. $3.40. The adventures of Robin Hood and his band in Sherwood Forest.

ROBIN HOOD Dumas, A. Fher 1967 112p. illus. $3.40. The classic story of Robin Crusoe and his life on a desert island.

ROBINSON CRUSOE Defoe, Daniel. Aguilar 1963 68p. $3.40. The adventures of Robinson Crusoe on the island of Juan Fernández, near Chile. YA

RODRA DE LA PRIMADERA Y OTRAS RONDAS INFANTILES Jácome, G. Alfredo. Kapelusz 1949 65p. illus. $2.05. Music and text of songs for small children, some of them to be played by the children.


LA RUTA DEL SOL Diaz-Plaja, Aurora. La Galera 1965 unp. illus. $2.90. Twelve stories of the seasons of the year.

¿SABES QUE? Jaynes, Ruth. Bowmar 1967 unp. illus. $3.24. Melissa Lu considers the different names she is called by her mother, her father and her teacher, and tells about the kind of things she likes to do in school.

SANCHO, GOBERNADOR Cervantes. Aguilar 1962 85p. illus. $3.15. Don Quijote gives his servant Sancho Panza the leadership of Barataria, an imaginary land. YA

EL SECRETO DE GILBETRO Thompson, Leslie J. Publicaciones Juventud 1963 28p. illus. $2.55. Gilberto provides the laughs for all his friends when he tries to pitch in a school baseball game, but hard work and practice make him number one player on the team.

LOS SIETE GATOS MARAVILLOSOS Wadsworth, Wallce C. Sigmar 1966 unp. illus. $2.20. Doña Mariquita is very lonely in her house, so her neighbor sends her her seven wonderful cats for her delight.

SIN FAMILIA Malot, H. Fher 1967 112p. illus. $3.40. Young Remi goes through a series of adventures and misfortunes before he finds his family.

EL SOL, LA LUNA Y LAS ESTRELLAS Madariaga, Salvador de. Barcelona, Juventud 1960 30p. illus. $2.65. Enchanting poems for children about the sun, the moon, and the stars, written by a great writer, to his grandson.

EL SOLDADITO DE PLOMO Fher 1967 unp. illus. $2.61. The story of the lead soldier and his friends.

SOLO PARA NIÑAS Bolinaga, Josefina. Aguilar 1957 72p. illus. $3.05. Manual crafts for girls. Each season has its own cooking recipes, handicrafts, games, etc.

SPANISH NUGGETS Holman, Rosemary. unp. illus. $3.95. Familiar quotations and proverbs presented in Spanish and English. Beautiful illustrations.


TEBAN SVENTON, DETECTIVE PRIVADO Holmberg, Ake. Juventud 1963 126p. illus. $2.25. Teban Sventon, the private detective, catches two bandits by using his magic carpet.

LA TIERRA A.J.M. Aguilar 1958 72p. illus. $3.60. A pictorial account of life on the earth, showing how it functions.


TRADICIONES PERUANAS Palm, Ricardo. Aguilar 1962 76p. illus. $3.15. A selection of twenty-six stories depicting Peruvian life, including legend, literature and history. YA

EL TREN QUE PERDIO UNA RUEDA Roca, Concepción. La Galera 1965 unp. illus. $2.95. When the little train loses a wheel, his friends repair the damage with a clock.

TRES AVIONES AMIGOS Ollé, Ma Angeles. La Galera 1964 unp. col. illus. $2.50. Three airplanes help to set-up the circus when it comes to town.

TU PIEL Y LA MIA Shower, Paul. Crowell 1968 33p. col. illus. $4.50. A simple account of the nature of the skin, its coloration and its inner and outer layers, the pores and the finger and toe nails, and the mystery of the unique fingerprint.

TULA, LA TORTUGA Ollé, Ma Angeles. Barcelona, La Galera 1964 unp. illus. $3.80. Tula, the turtle, sleeps all day, and dreams she is eating red tomatoes.


EL UNIVERSO DE GALILEO Y NEWTON Bizby, William. Timun Más 1966 153p. col. illus. $4.96. The text and a wealth of illustrations reveal how Galileo, the experimenter, and Newton, the mathematician, viewed and explained the workings of the universe, and laid the foundations for modern science.

LA VACA CURIOSA Meeks, Esther K. Follett 1961 unp. col. illus. $1.38. Cita the curious cow will delight beginner readers in Spanish.

UN VAGON DE PROMESAS Arquer, Florencia de. Ferma 1966 unp. col. illus. $1.42. Miguel learns to read and write at a train-wagon school that comes to the nearest village every two months. His ability to write saves his own and his father's life.


LOS VEHICULOS Jiménez-Landi, Antonio. Aguilar 1967 64p. col. illus. $2.60. The picture-story of transportation from earliest times to the era of space travel.

VERDADERA HISTORIA DE LOS SUCEBOS DE LA CONQUISTA DE NUEVA ESPANA Díaz Del Castillo, Bernal. Aguilar 1965 109p. illus. $3.15. The exploits of Bernal Diaz and Hernando Cortés on their conquest of Nuevo Esparz — today's Mexico.

EL VIAJE DE BABAR Bruhnoeff, Jean de. Aymá 1966 27p. col. illus. $2.60. The adventures of Babar and Celeste during their honeymoon.


VIAJE DE TURQUIA Villalon, Cristobal de. Aguilar 1963 75p. illus. $3.15 A trip to Turkey showing the adventures and life there.

VIAJE EN TORNO AL GLOBO Pigafetta, Antonio de. Aguilar 1964 109p. illus. $3.15. Pigafetta sails with Magellan in the first trip around the world.

VIAJES DE GULLIVER Swift, Jonathan. Peuser 1964 275p. illus. $2.14. Originally published as a political satire, describes for children Gulliver's extraordinary adventures in strange lands, with the little people, the giants, the horse-people and others.

VIAJES Polo, Marco. Aguilar 1964 77p. illus. $3.20. Marco Polo, the indirect promoter of Columbus' first trip, relates his experiences and stories of the East.

VIAJES DEL DOCTOR DOLITTLE Lofting, Hugh. Random 1968 63p. col. illus. $2.79. The "Voyages of Doctor Dolittle" with English and Spanish text.


VIDA Y CRECIMIENTO Elwell, F. R. Ariel 1967 86p. illus. $3.00. Explains the beginning of life on the earth from its simplest forms up to the complicated machine that man is. "Life and Growth".

EL VIENTO EN LOS SAUCES Grahame, Kenneth. Juventud 1950 115p. illus. $2.47. Rat, Toad, Badger and other small animals of the river bank and field take on human characteristics and engage in human-like adventures.

LOS VIKINGOS Nadal, Alfonso. Molino 1962 unp. col. illus. $2.35. Lively account of the heroic deeds of the Vikings.


WALTER EL RATON PEEZOSO Flack, Marjorie. Toray 1964 89p. illus. $2.26. A mouse who is always late is left behind when his family moves, and he must try to find them.


WINNIE PUH EN EL CUMPLEAÑOS DE IGOR Milne, A. A. Novaro 1967 unp. col. illus. $2.70. A Spanish translation of two A. A. Milne tales — Winnie the Pooh and Eeyore's Birthday.

XINGU Viertel, Violette & John. Toray 1966 63p. col. illus. $3.20. Xingu lives with his parents in the jungle, and his best friend, a llama, teaches him all the jungle secrets.


UN YANQUI EN LA CORTE DEL REY ARTUR Twain, Mark. Mateu 1958 286p. illus. $2.04. The classic story of an ingenious young man who is transported backward in time to King Arthur's court. There he manages to create chaos whenever he chooses, and to take note of the differences between government by royalty and government by democratic citizens.
CHILDREN'S BOOKS


EL ZOO DE PITUS Sorribas i Rolg, Sebastian. Barcelona, La Galera 1966 120p. illus. $2.00. The "gang" makes a Zoo to collect money to help send one of them to the hospital.

ZOO-RISA Galanza, Ernesto. McNally and Loftin 1968 45p. illus. $2.50. The animals of the Zoo presented with a small verse for each. A list of words with their English meaning is given at the end.

EL ZURRON MARAVILLOSO Pedret, Soler. Molino 1962 unp. col. illus. $1.49. The little boy Ahmed frees the men that were transformed into geese by the old woman.

Those titles suitable for ALL are included in the ADULT BOOKS list.

ADULT BOOKS

A SANGRE FRIA Capote, Truman. Noguer 1967 400p. $3.90. The story of the pointless assassination in 1958 of a family of four people is used by the author to analyze crime and the motives for crime in American society.

ABC DEL TENIS DE MESA Palau, Matias. Sintes 1966 82p. illus. $3.00. Rules, techniques and advice on how to play Table Tennis. YA

EL AGENTE SECRETO Maugham, W. Somerset. Ediciones G. P. 1966 308p. $2.65. Ashenden decides to work as a spy for the English, and he goes to Switzerland first and later to Russia at the time of the Communist takeover.

AGUEDA Bravo Adams, Caridad. Diana 1968 380p. $3.70. The story of a beautiful young woman who is capable of sacrificing the most sublime of all sentiments out of love for the land which gave her birth.

AGUILAS FREnte AL SOL Bravo Adams, Caridad. Diana 1967 2v. $3.25. One of the most popular contemporary Mexican novelists depicts life in Mexico during the Second Mexican Empire.


EL AMA DE CASA Bernard, Genoveva. Bruguera 1967 447p. illus. $4.50. All that a good housekeeper should know, from decoration to recipes, gardens, social tips, etc. YA

AL FILO DEL AGUA Y Aiiez, Agustin. Portha 1965 203p. illus. $2.70. A photographic and text discussion of the life and love of Manuela Saenz and Simon Bolivar.

ALMA Y CARNE Bravo Adams, Caridad. Diana 1967 253p. $3.70. A passionate story of the conflicts created when two brothers fall in love with the same woman.


AMERICA PRECOLOMBINA Leonard, Jonathan Norton. Time, Inc. 1966 191p. col. illus. $4.96. Discusses the civilizations of early America such as the Mayan, Aztec and Incan civilizations, and their achievements.

AMOR AL DIARIO DE DANIEL Quoist, Michel. Herder 1967 236p. $3.25. The life of a teenager boy — his dreams, the temptations he fights, his transition to manhood.


ANTOLOGIA DE JOVENES POETAS Instituto de Cultura Puertorriqueña 1965 96p. $3.00. Anthology of the poetical work of ten contemporary Puerto Ricans.
ANTOLOGÍA DE LA NOVELA CORTA NORTEAMERICANA Stagner, Wallace & Mary. Limusa-Wiley 1966 500p. $2.70. Twenty-six short American novels show how this literary form evolved from humorous legend to a well-developed fiction. YA

ANTOLOGÍA DEL HUMOR 1965-1966 Cabellero, Agustín (c). Aguilar 329p. illus. $3.15. Anthology of funny stories and jokes typical of Latin American humor. YA


ARISTOS, DICCIONARIO ILUSTRADO DE LA LENGUA ESPAÑOLA Ramón Sopena 1966 489p. illus. $2.65. Comprehensive and up-to-date dictionary for an Intermediate-Advanced level.

AROMAS DEL TERRUNO Davila, Virgilio. Cordillera 1966 143p. $3.25. The Puerto Rican poet sings the love of his country in a collection of verse. YA

EL ARABE Hull, E. M. Diana 356p. $2.45. While traveling through the desert, Diana Mayo is kidnapped by an Arab chief and then finds she is falling in love with him.


ARISTOS, DICCIONARIO ILUSTRADO DE LA LENGUA ESPAÑOLA Ramón Sopena 1966 489p. illus. $2.65. Comprehensive and up-to-date dictionary for an Intermediate-Advanced level.

ATLETAS FAMOSOS Heuman, William. Limusa-Wiley 1966 180p. illus. $2.50. Short biographies of the most famous American athletes. YA

ATOMOS, ENERGÍA Y MAQUINAS McCormick, Jack. Barcelona, Juventud 1968 249p. $3.65. A chronological account of the life and history of the Arab chief and then finds she is falling in love with him.

EL ARTE DE APRENDER A ESTUDIAR Kornhauser, Margaret. Santillana 1966 143p. $3.25.

EL ATLETA DE NUESTRO TIEMPO Selecciones del Reader's Digest 1964 207p. $2.35. World atlas with many useful statistics and indexes.

EL BAILE DE LOS MALDITOS Shaw, George. Librería Campos 1963 102p. $1.80. Multiple experiments you can make with plants, animals and man.

EN UNA BODA EXTRANIA Perez & Perez, Rafael. Instituto de Cultura Puertorriqueña 1963 142p. illus. $3.50. A tale of love, passion and hatred among royalty and slaves in the exotic setting of Russia at the time of the Czars.

BOLIVAR Campos, Jorge. Destino 1966 144p. illus. $4.60. Biography of Simón Bolívar, hero of the independence of several South American countries. YA

EL BOSQUE Farb, Peter. Time, Inc. 1967 102p. col. illus. $4.96. The web of forest life is presented in text and in photographs, covering animal and plant life during the four seasons, how plant forms have evolved, patterns of forest development over the world, ecologies of forests, and forests of the future. ALL

ADULT BOOKS

BRASIL. Union Panamericana 1966 47p. illus. $2.50. Traces the history and growth of the Republic of Brazil. YA

BREVVE HISTORIA DE LA PRIMERA GUERRA MUNDIAL Esposito, Vincent J. Diana 1966 477p. illus. $3.50. An interesting and readable account of the events leading up to World War I, as well as the war itself; written by a group of historians. YA

BREVVE HISTORIA DE LA SEGUNDA GUERRA MUNDIAL Esposito, Vincent J. Diana 1966 518p. illus. $3.50. A comprehensive and clear history which explains and studies the Second World War. YA

BREVVE HISTORIA DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS Nevins, Allan, & Commager, Henry Steele. Cia General de Ediciones 1965 542p. $3.35. An interesting account of the history of the U.S. from its beginning when the colonizers came to America until the presidential term of Eisenhower. YA

BREVVE HISTORIA DEL MUNDO Wells, H. G. Aguilar 1966 455p. illus. $3.00. A narrative history of the world. YA

EL CALVARIO DE LA MISa Sheen, Fulton J. Sal Terrae 1961 99p. $2.25. Bishop Sheen explains in a simple way the Mass in all its parts, and gives directions to a better life. YA

CANADA. Moore, Brian. Time, Inc. 1964 160p. col. illus. $4.35. Panoramic view of Canadian history, geography, government and politics, science, communications and social customs. ALL

CANASTA DE CUENTOS MEXICANOS Traven, B. Cia General de Ediciones 1967 209p. $3.05. Ten short stories in which the author tells some of his impressions of Mexico. YA

CANCIONERO JUVENIL DOMINICANO Pierret-Villanueva, F. Union Panamericana 1966 93p. music $2.75. Music and text of Dominican songs, including descriptions of traditional dances and instruments used and short biographies of some of their composers. ALL


CANCIONES DE HONDURAS Pan American Union. Union Panamericana 1960 54p. music $2.75. Music and text of popular songs of Honduras. ALL


CANCION Jiménez, Juan Ramón. Aguilar 1961 438p. $4.35. Poems written by one of the most famous contemporary poets. YA

EL CANDOR DEL PADRE BROWN Chesterton, G. K. Planeta 319p. $2.54. The author offers again his characteristic Father Brown, who with his innocence, eyes, and attitude helps solve the most complicated crimes. YA

CANTOS A PUERTO RICO Hernández Aquino, Luis. Instituto de Cultura Puertorriquena 1966 250p. $1.00. Leon and Silvina have to struggle very hard to make a living. When her only love and all her dreams die, Silvina dies too.

CHARLAS CON PINTORES Zabludovsky, Jacobo. Costa-Amic 1966 195p. illus. $4.35. Interviews with six well-known contemporary painters. YA

CHEVROLET, REPARACION Y MANTENIMIENTO Sierra, F. Minerva 1966 160p. illus. $2.50. Simple guide to the maintenance and repair of Chevrolet automobiles. YA

CIEN DE LAS MEJORES POESIAS HISPANO AMERICANA Jiménez, José Olivo. Las Americas 1965 207p. $3.75. Selection of poems representing all literary periods in the Latin American countries. YA

CIEN MEJORES POESIAS LITERARIAS MEXICANAS Castro Real, Antonio. Porrúa 1967 307p. $3.10. One hundred Mexican Lyric poems. YA

LA CHARCA Zeno Gandía, M. Instituto de Cultura Puertorriquena 1966 250p. $1.00. Leandra and Silvina have to struggle very hard to make a living. When her only love and all her dreams die, Silvina dies too.

LA CIENCIA AL DIA Bello, Francis, George A. W. Sierra, F. Minerva 1966 218p. $2.90. Selection of poems written in the XIX and XX centuries about Puerto Rico. YA

EL CARPINTERO JOVEN Lombay, Victor. Santillana 1962 191p. illus. $1.60. A practical and clear guide to carpentry. ALL

EL CARRETERO DE LA MUERTE Lagerlöf, Selma, Mexico, Diana 1962 $2.90. The story of the "wagoner of death" who lodges in his wagon the souls that have to be purified until they are clean enough to go to God.

EL CASTILLO AZTECA May, Karl. Molino 1962 157p. $1.50. The inheritance of Small Hunter is taken away by an impostor, but Old Shatterhand discovers the plot and prosecutes the guilty ones. YA

EL CASTILLO DE TERRAE 1961 99p. $2.80. An interesting account of the events leading up to World War I, as well as the war itself; written by Allan, & Commager, Henry Steele. Cia General de Ediciones 1965 542p. $3.35. An interesting account of the history of the U.S. from its beginning when the colonizers came to America until the presidential term of Eisenhower.

EL CARPINTERO SENCILLA Algar, Luis. Pax-Mexico 1962 181p. illus. $3.44. Practical and useful guide for making simple pieces of carpentry, such as tables, chairs, bookshelves etc. YA

EL CANDOR DEL PADRE BROWN Chesterton, G. K. Planeta 319p. $2.54. The author offers again his characteristic Father Brown, who with his innocence, eyes, and attitude helps solve the most complicated crimes.

EL CALVARIO DE LA MISA Sheen, Fulton J. Sal Terrae 1961 99p. $2.25. Bishop Sheen explains in a simple way the Mass in all its parts, and gives directions to a better life.

EL CANDER DEL PADRE BROWN Chesterton, G. K. Planeta 319p. $2.54. The author offers again his characteristic Father Brown, who with his innocence, eyes, and attitude helps solve the most complicated crimes.

EL CARRETERO DE LA MUERTE Lagerlöf, Selma, Mexico, Diana 1962 $2.90. The story of the "wagoner of death" who lodges in his wagon the souls that have to be purified until they are clean enough to go to God.

EL CASTILLO AZTECA May, Karl. Molino 1962 157p. $1.50. The inheritance of Small Hunter is taken away by an impostor, but Old Shatterhand discovers the plot and prosecutes the guilty ones.

EL CASTILLO DE TERRAE 1961 99p. $2.80. An interesting account of the events leading up to World War I, as well as the war itself; written by Allan, & Commager, Henry Steele. Cia General de Ediciones 1965 542p. $3.35. An interesting account of the history of the U.S. from its beginning when the colonizers came to America until the presidential term of Eisenhower.

EL CARPINTERO SENCILLA Algar, Luis. Pax-Mexico 1962 181p. illus. $3.44. Practical and useful guide for making simple pieces of carpentry, such as tables, chairs, bookshelves etc. YA

EL CANDER DEL PADRE BROWN Chesterton, G. K. Planeta 319p. $2.54. The author offers again his characteristic Father Brown, who with his innocence, eyes, and attitude helps solve the most complicated crimes.
ADULT BOOKS

LA CIENCIA EN LA VIDA Darling, Louis, & Darling, Lois. Acme 275p. illus. $2.55. A systematic and clear introduction to biology for the outstanding student and for anyone interested in the subject. ALL

LAS CINCUENTA AMERICAS Cartier, Raymond. Rialp 1963 618p. $2.50. Pictures the life and history of the different states that make up the United States of America. YA

CITA CON LA MUERTE Bravo Adams, Caridad. Diana 1966 238n. $3.70. In a story of intrigue and passion, love and hate, the egotistical Eloisa uses every means to break down the love of Esteban and Ana.

LA CIUDAD DE LOS MUERTOS Alvarez, Consuelo. Consuelo. Seix Barral 1961 102p. $1.85. All the protagonists know they will never be able to achieve their dreams, so they live waiting for death.

CLEMENCIA. CUENTOS DE INVIERNO Altamirano, Ignacio M. Porrua 1968 xlii, 210p. $3.04. One long and four short stories by the nineteenth century romantic writer.


COCINA INTERNACIONAL DE LOS HOTELES HILTON Riba De Vitela, Clara (t). Diana 1960 255p. illus. $3.55. Exotic and famous recipes from the Hilton Hotel chefs.

COLOMBIA Y VENEZUELA MacEoin, Gary. Time, Inc. 1966 159p. col. illus. $4.96. A description of life, customs, geography and industry of the northern South American countries. ALL


COMO COLECCIONAR MARIPASAS Arroyo Merino, J. A. Santillana 1968 103p. illus. $1.80. What you need and how to start a butterfly collection.

COMO HABLAR EN PUBLICO Wright, C. W. Diana 1966 220p. $3.70. Practical guide for those that have to speak in public.

COMO HACER DIRUJO DE FIGURA Arestein, Jean. Santillana 1967 104p. illus. $1.80. Learn how to draw facial expressions and movements.

COMO RECUPERAR LA LINEA DESPUES DEL PARTO Rouet, Marcel. Aguilar 1961 86p. illus. $2.90. Exercises to be followed by women after childbirth.


COMO VER CON EL LAPIZ Y EL PINCEL Zaidenberg, Arthur. Diana 171p. illus. $6.50. Instruction on how to progress from "seeing" to "realizing". Discusses the technical problems which form obstacles in the technique of transposing the seen object to the canvas.

COMO VIVEN LOS MEXICANOS EN LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS Peón, Máximo. Costo-Amic 1966 270p. $3.87. A series of humorous observations and sketches with a moral, written by a Mexican who comes to work in the United States. YA

COMPOSITORES DE AMERICA Pan American Union. Panamericana 1966 $3.25. Biographical data of some outstanding American composers, including lists of their works. YA

CONOZCA SU AUTOMOVIL Allen, Willard A. Uteha 1969 157p. illus. $3.10. Comprehensive study of the most common parts and repairs needed by automobiles.

CONSTRUCCIONES RURALES Alcock, A. E. S. Union Tipografica Editorial Hispano Americana 1964 2v. illus. $5.00. Manual to help people living in rural areas to build their own houses.

CONSTITUCION DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS DE AMERICA 1799 Rivero, Ignacio. Union Panamericana 1968 180 p. $1.95. A translation of the American Constitution by the Secretary of the Supreme Court of Puerto Rico. YA

EL CONSTRUCTOR JOVEN Cisnant, Charles. Santil- lana 1966 96p. illus. $1.80. A future engineer can make a variety of objects like earphones, floodgates, etc. YA

CONSTRUYA EN INGLES Garza Bores, Jaime. Diana 1967 190p. $2.65. A programmed learning approach to the construction of English sentences. YA

CONSTRUYO OBJETOS PRACTICOS DE METAL Rommel, Willi. Santillana 1967 110p. illus. $1.80. How to make useful and decorative objects for the house and garden from various metals. YA


CONSTRUYA Y REPAQUE USTED MISMO SUS OBRAS DE ALBAÑILERIA Robillard, Jean. Espasa-Calpe 1965 64p. illus. $1.85. Material and tools necessary for work on masonry, with many illustrations and explanations on how to do some of the basic tasks.

CON TIJERAS, PAPEL Y CARTON Rommel, Willi. Santillana 1966 107p. illus. $1.80. How to make different objects with paper, cardboard and scissors only.


CORRESPONDENCIA COMERCIAL Ariorga Larralde, Marcelo. Espasa-Calpe 1962 64p. illus. $1.85. Official and commercial forms of letters. YA

CREACIONES MANUALES Frankel, Lillian & Godfrey. Santillana 1966 107p. illus. $1.80. How to make useful things from scraps.

CUADERNOS DE POESIA Gautier Benitez, Jose. In- troduction to biology for the outstanding student and for anyone interested in the subject. ALL

CUDEÑOS DE POESIA Gautier Benitez, Jose. In- troduction to biology for the outstanding student and for anyone interested in the subject. ALL
CUADERNOS DE POESIA Rodríguez de Tío, Lola. Instituto de Cultura Puertorriqueña 49p. illus. $3.50. An anthology of the poetical work of the Puerto Rican writer. YA

CUANDO LOS SANTOS ERAN JOVENES Thompson, Blanche Jennings. Diana 1965 203p. illus. $1.65. Depicts the early years of a number of the saints. YA

CUARENTA Y NUEVE TRUCOS QUE UD. PUEDE HACER Thurston, Howard. Constancia 1963 271p. illus. $2.40. Translation of "400 tricks you can do" — magic and slight-of-hand. YA

CUENTOS Doyle, Sir Arthur Conan. Aguilar 1962 1359p. $4.60. Six short stories of terror, mystery and detection, by the well-known English writer. YA

CUENTOS ROMANTICOS Sierra, Justo. Porrúa 1946 354p. $3.55. A collection of romantic short stories written by a popular Mexican author. YA

CUENTOS Y NOVELAS CORTAS DE NORTE-AMERICA Cía General de Ediciones 1965 247p. $3.70. Fourteen stories and short novels by American writers. YA

EL CUERPO HUMANO Asimov, Isaac. Toray 1967 334p. illus. $3.30. Written by a noted biochemist, this detailed account has a place in the elementary school, for older students and persons interested in the subject. YA

EL CUERPO HUMANO Nourse, Alan E. Time, Inc. 1968 200p. col. illus. $4.96. Text and picture essays examine how the body is constructed and how it functions. The major organ systems are explained in the light of the most recent discoveries of medical research. ALL

EL CUIDADO DEL BEBE Children's Bureau. Prens Medica Mexicana 1966 102p. illus. $3.45. Detailed but simple advice to follow in caring for a baby.

EL CUIDADO DEL NIÑO LIStADO Spock, Benjamin, & Lorrigo, M. O. Prens Médica Mexicana 1967 206p. illus. $4.70. Care and education of the physically and mentally disabled child.


CUIDADO Y EDUCACION DE LOS PERROS Jones, Arthur Frederick. Diana 1966 327p. illus. $2.70. A description of the different dog breeds, their physical characteristics, intelligence, and how to educate them. YA

CUIDE Y REPARE SU AUTOMOVIL Lantron Alaman, Hugo. Sintes 1964 316p. illus. $3.70. Simple and comprehensive guide for the maintenance and repair of automobiles. YA

CULTURA FISICA Y DEFENSA PERSONAL Callum, Myles. Compañía Editorial Continental, S. A. 1965 165p. illus. $4.45. Includes a sensible exercise program to follow, as well as descriptions of basic judo movements to be used for self-defense. YA

CURSO BASICO DE RADIO Frye, John T. Minerva 1965 2v. illus. $4.25. Basic course on the principles and parts of radios. YA

CURSO BASICO TV Kravitz, G. Minerva 1965 2v. illus. $4.25. Basic principles, materials and systems of TV. YA

LA DAMA DE LOS CLAVELES Cronin, A. J. Diana (1962) 173p. $2.50. A novel woven around the story of a Holbein miniature portrait of Mademoiselle de Quercy in 1532, sold in the present-day auction market in Paris for the fantastic sum of nine thousand and eight hundred guineas.

DAR: EL DIARIO DE ANA MARIA Quist, Michel. Herder 1967 339p. $3.30. The diary of Ana Maria, a teenage girl. YA

DE LA CELULA AL TUBO DE ENSAYO Chambers, Robert Warner, & Alma Smith Payne. Libreros Mexicanos Unidos 1965 233p. illus. $2.65. Tells how biochemistry affects the everyday lives of all of us, and describes the experiments that have led to important discoveries in the field. "From Cell To Test-Tube" ALL

DE LA POBREZA A LA FAMA Bolten, Sarah K. Libreros Mexicanos Unidos 1965 309p. $2.88. Lives of twenty-two men, past and present, who have made major discoveries. ALL

DE NOCHE SOY INDESCRETA Linares, Luisa Marfa. Barcelona, Juventud 1965 199p. $2.90. After Erica saves her three bosses, she has many adventures until she decides which of them to marry. — Romantic novel. YA

LA DESCONOCIDA Bravo Adams, Caridad. Mexico, Diana 1966 251p. $3.70. Rolando de Montfort is a nobleman and Celeste is a gypsy. Their love looks impossible, but Rolando brings to light the mystery of Celeste's birth.

DESDE LAS GALAXIAS HASTA EL HOMBRE Pfeiffer, John. Diana 1966 228p. illus. $4.10. The story of the beginnings of things. "From Galaxies to Man". YA

EL DESIERTO Leopold, A. Starker. Time, Inc. 1967 192p. col. illus. $4.96. Beautifully illustrated and expertly written account of the scorched belts on the earth: where found, factors responsible for their creation, characteristics common to all deserts, unique forms of life that they support, life patterns in arid lands, and the eternal problem: water. ALL

EL DESIERTO VIVIENTE Disney, Walt. Sudamericana 1962 72p. col. photo $3.20. Life, animals, and flowers of the desert. Beautiful photographs. ALL

DESTELLOS INMORTALES Freire, Joaquin. Ed. Depto. de Instrucción Publica 1966 176p. illus. $2.50. Short biographies of famous people of the Americas. YA

DIARIO DE ANA FRANK Frank, Ana. Latino America 1961 233p. $2.30. The diary of the thirteen-year old Jewish girl tells how she and her family and friends lived for two years in a hidden place in a Dutch house until they were found and sent to concentration camps. YA

DIARIO DE UNA TRAICION Ruiz, Leovigildo. 1965 272p. $3.65. A chronological detailed reference book of the happenings, laws, etc. in Cuba in 1959, the first year of the Castro revolution. YA

DIARIO DE UN PSIQUIATRA Bogdanowich, & Alma Smith Payne. Libreros Mexicanos Unidos 1965 309p. $2.88. Lives of twenty-two men, past and present, who have made major discoveries. ALL

DICIONARIO CRONOLOGICO BIOGRAFICO UNIVERSAL Agramoto Cortijo, Francisco. Madrid, Aguilar 1961 $10.75. A Spanish "Who was who" giving biographies of 4,400 persons from all over the world, all ages and from all paths of life. ALL
ADULT BOOKS


Diccionario de electronica radio y television. Minerva 1966 192p. illus. $2.50. Dictionary of terms used in the fields of radio, television, and electronics. YA


Diccionario de terminos periodisticos y graficos, ingles-espanol, espanol-ingles. Pepper Jr., William M. Columbia Univ. Press, Sudamericana 1959 344p. $4.50. Eighty-eight pages of definitions of all terms in the old and new mathematics, biographies of the best known mathematicians and practical information on decimals, fractions, percentages, binary system, etc. YA


Diccionario y manual de las nuevas matematicas. Marks, Robert W. Editors Press Service 1968 270p. illus. $3.50. Definitions of all terms in the old and new mathematics, biographies of the best known mathematicians and practical information on decimals, fractions, percentages, binary system, etc. YA

Dictionary of spoken spanish. Spanish-English / English-Spanish. Garden City Bk. 1960 536p. $3.00. Bilingual dictionary with sentences in both languages to exemplify the usage, giving the most common meaning first.


Diviértase con la electricidad. Kennedy Jr., Tom. Minerva 1966 168p. illus. $2.50. Tells how to construct simple machines and gives the basic principles of electricity. YA


Don camilo. Guareschi, Giovanni. Kraft 1967 386p. illus. $3.05. The amusing story of Don Camilo, the priest of a small Italian village, and his arguments with the head of the communist party there. YA

Ecología. Farb, Peter. Time, Inc. 1966 192p. col. illus. $4.96. A study of living things in relation to their environment and with each other, with a careful analysis of what is meant by environment and by coexistence. Describes nature's many realms and why living things are where they are. Explains what equips living things to survive, why animal and plant populations rise and fall, and the role man plays as master. ALL

Ecuador. Union Panamericana 1961 47p. illus. $2.50. Overall picture of the Republic of Ecuador. YA

Una edad crucial, los 12-14 años. Nova Terra 1966 149p. illus. $3.50. Eight essays on the critical age of teens. All the authors are educators with great experience.

Ejercicios isométricos. Wallis, J., & Legan, G. Diana 1966 un. illus. $3.05. A series of exercises to help men and women become physically fit. YA

Electronica recreativa. Reuben, Gabriel. San-tillana 1964 96p. illus. $1.80. Experiments in electronics, electricity and magnetism. YA


En el mundo de la ciencia del mar. Julián. Herrero, Hermanos 1966 158p. illus. $3.40. Explains the importance of the rich and vast oceans of the world. YA


En las garras del pasado. Riera, Pepita. Constancia 1967 232p. $3.25. When Doctor Santa Cruz's wife leaves him the day after their wedding, a psychiatrist is employed to help her adjust to her new life - Romantic novel.

En cualquier lugar, no importa cuándo. Diosdado, Anabel. Planeta 336p. $2.96. When Jessie's grandmother dies, Jessie comes to live in the United States with some cousins on a farm.

En 79 días vuelta al mundo en vespa. Guillén, Santiago, & Antonio Veciana. Doncel 1966 189p. illus. $2.75. Relates all the experiences and difficulties which befall two young Spaniards who go round the world on a motorcycle in seventy-nine days. YA

Enciclopedia cultural. Unión Tipográfica Ed. Hispano Americana 1966 17v. illus. $160.60. Translation and adaption of "Compton's Pictured Encyclopedia".

Enciclopedia de la música. Höweler, Casper. Noguer 1967 524p. illus. $6.60 Encyclopedia in alphabetical order of terms, musical instruments, musicians and works of music. YA

Enciclopedia del bordado. Brown, Anna. Daimón 1967 266p. illus. $2.57. How to make embroidery by hand or by machine with a variety of designs using different threads.

Enciclopedia guinness de superlativos mundiales. McWhirter, Norris & Ross. Editors Press Service 1968 501p. illus. $3.75. Translation of "Guinness Book of Records" covers every kind of human, animal and physical achievement. ALL

Encuadernación práctica. Schmidt, Heinz. Santillana 1966 92p. illus. $1.80. Basic information on book binding, map mounting, etc.

Enfermería. Wilson, Mitchell. Time, Inc. 1968 200p. col. illus. $4.96. Deals with heat, light, moving molecules, chemical energy, electricity, Einstein's theories and atomic energy. ALL

Enigmas de las sociedades secretas. Meurger-Thom, G. K. Daimón 1963 391p. illus. $4.50. Stories of different secret societies in the world and how they operate; with a chronological list at the end of all societies known, with their ideas and objectives.
EXPRESIONES IDIOMATICAS / IDIOMATIC EXPRESSIONS, ENGLISH-SPANISH SPANISH-ENGLISH Carba, Antonio (c). Diana 1968 56p. $3.05. Very useful list of idiomatic expressions in both languages, with a sentence to illustrate better their usage and meaning. ALL

LA FAMILIA DE JUSTO MALGENIO Cuchi Coll, Isabel. Rumbos 1968 121p. $2.97. When the Malgenio family moves to the Bronx the children adjust rather easily, but their parents long for the life in Puerto Rico.

FAMILIA NUMEROSA Walsh, William E. Rialp 1954 286p. illus. $1.70. The Walsh family worked very hard all their lives, because they had twelve children, but they always loved and faith.

FASCOS AMERICANOS Iacobucci, Guillermo César & Juan Manuel Mateo. Kapelusz 1958 450p. col. illus. $3.17. Short history and national anthems of the North and South American republics, with biographic sketches of some of the best known Americans. ALL

FILATELIA Mora, Manuel de. Doncel 1966 116p. col. illus. $2.40. Good introduction and guide to philately. ALL

FILATELIA Obregon, Emilio. Uteha 1963 2v. illus. $8.00. Comprehensive but simple manual on philately. YA

FISICA RECREATIVA Mandel, Muriel. Santillana 1967 111p. illus. $1.80. Basic experiments on the principles of physical science, energy, heat, water, light, etc.

FLOR SALVAJE Bravo Adams, Caridad. Diana, Mexico 1968 300p. $3.30. The story of two brothers, Adrian and Gonzalo, who believe they love the same woman. Popular Mexican novelists.


FORD, REPARACION Y MANTENIMIENTO Sierra, F. Rialp 1966 176p. illus. $2.50. Guide to the maintenance and repair of Ford automobiles. YA

FORMACION DE COROS Vivo, Gabriel. Santillana 1968 111p. illus. $1.80. Basic knowledge on how to form a choir and use the different voices.

FOTOGRAFIA PARA PRINCIPIANTES Olagorta, Maria Angeles. Santillana 1968 89p. illus. $1.80. What to do and what not to do to be a good photographer.

FRAULEIN McGovern, James. Planeta 1965 376p. $2.75. The story of a young German woman during the war. The entrance of the Russians in Berlin, the intrigues in the Soviet section, the behavior of the Americans, all make very interesting episodes.

LAS FUENTES DE LA VIDA Asimov, Isaac. Libreros Mexicanos Unidos 1965 305p. $2.65. Unravels the mystery of man's origin, explaining the boundary between life and non-life crossed billions of years ago. ALL

GALERIA DE RETRATOS LITERARIOS Gringoire, Pedro. Trillas 1967 128p. illus. $4.23. Short sketches of twenty-one well-known writers. YA

GEOGRAFIA DE CUBA Marrero, Leiv. Minerva 1966 707p. illus. $5.70. Comprehensive general Cuban geography suitable for use as a reference volume. YA

GEOGRAFIA MODERNA DE MEXICO Tamayo, Jorge L. Trillas 1968 382p. illus. $5.02. A modern geography of Mexico includes its geological evolution, its soil and climate, its ethnic and linguistic groups, its agricultural and forest cultivation, industries, communications and politics. YA

EL GIBARO Alonso, Manuel A. Instituto de Cultura Puertorriqueña 1967 204p. illus. $2.95. Everyday life pictures of Puerto Rico in the middle of the XIX century. YA
EL GRAN ROBO DEL TREN Goeling, John, & Craig, Dennis. Mexico, Diana 1966 173p. photo $2.90. The real story and all the internal details of the successful train robbery of 1963.

GRANDES FIGURAS DE LA HISTORIA Ribes, Francisco. Santillana 1968 159p. col. illus. $2.80. Short biographies of famous persons of Spanish heritage from all walks of life and interest. ALL

GRANDES INVENTORES Vinder Vives, A. Ferma 1962 169p. illus. $1.42. A fictionalized account of some of the great inventions that have helped humanity. ALL

GRANDES MUSICOS Garcia Pérez, J. Ferma 1964 169p. illus. $1.42. Short biographies of well known musicians and composers of classical and popular music. ALL

GRANDES OBRAS DE LA HUMANIDAD Vidal, J. Ferma 1963 159p. illus. $1.42. Descriptions of great works done by men from the ancient to the modern age. ALL

GRANDES PINTORES Cruz, Celso. Atlantida 1968 159p. illus. $1.80. Seven short biographies of great painters. ALL

LAS GRANDES RELIGIONES DEL MUNDO Editors of Life. Time/Life 1967 224p. col. illus. $3.50. The history, beliefs and customs of Hinduism, Buddhism, Islam, Judaism, Christianity and Chinese philosophies are vividly presented with many color illustrations. ALL

GRANDES REYES Flores-Lázaro. Ferma 1963 160p. illus. $1.42. Short biographies of ten great kings from different periods in history. ALL

LA GRECIA CLASICA Bowra, C. M. Time, Inc. 1967 126p. col. illus. $4.96. Conveys a sense of the aspirations and accomplishments of one of the great ages of man. Shows how Greek history, emphasizing the significance of the individual, has an influence on the imagination of every age. YA


HERENCIA Y VIDA Carson, Maria. Minerva 1964 126p. illus. $3.70. Explanation of how to use and take good pictures with a Leica camera. YA

GUIA DE LAS CAMARAS LEICA Tydings, Kenneth S. Constancia 1955 144p. illus. $3.70. Explanation of materials and machinery used by carpenters as well as a description of carpentry. YA

GUIA PRACTICA DEL CARPINTERO Estevez Garcia, Sebastián. Sintes 1963 189p. illus. $3.25. A guide to the tools needed, and the national and international atmosphere. YA

GUIA VOLKSWAGEN Carol, Bill. Diana 1967 156p. illus. $3.80. Explains the parts of a Volkswagen and their functions, showing how it is assembled and repaired. YA

GUIAS, ARROCES, PASTAS Y OLLAS DE PREISION Alfonso Rodriguez, Dolores. Minerva 1966 169p. illus. $2.75. Recipes to be used with pressure cookers.

HABLAR LOS ASTRONAUTAS Dille, J., (e). Feuser 1963 344p. illus. $3.45. The preparations and experiences of some of the American astronauts in their conquest of space. YA

HABLANDO CON ELLOS Díaz Mantero, Aníbal. Rumbo 1967 107p. $2.95. Interview with nine old Puerto Ricans who are still working on jobs that are disappearing, such as the man that sells coconuts in the streets, the stonecutter, etc. YA

HABLEMOS DEL LENGUAJE Toscano, Humberto. Joshua B. Powers 1965 xxi. 457p. $7.50. Origin of the Spanish language, its adaption and change in Latin America, showing words that have different meanings or problems in their usage. YA

HAGA SUS TRABAJOS DE CARPINTERIA Y REPARE SUS MUEBLES USTED MISMO Durfort, Raymond. Espasa-Calpe 1966 64p. illus. $1.85. The material and tools necessary for basic work in carpentry and how to repair furniture: with many illustrations. YA

HAGA SUS TRABAJOS DE CERRAJERIA Y DE HIERRO PORJADO Bakony, Lucien. Espasa-Calpe 1966 64p. illus. $1.85. Tools, material and easy guide for working with locks and wrought iron. YA

HAGA Y REPARE USTED MISMO SUS TAPICERIAS Y CORTINAJES Cinqpeyres, Robert. Espasa-Calpe 1962 64p. illus. $1.85. The tools needed, the selection of material and the way to tackle your own chair upholstery and curtain hanging. Profusely illustrated. YA

HAITI Union Panamericana 1963 65p. illus. $2.50. Basic information and statistics about the Republic of Haiti. YA

HASTA QUE LA MUERTE SE Separe Buck, Pearl S. Zig-Zag 1966 253p. $4.25. Pierce and Tom come back home after the U.S. Civil War; each has fought on a different side, but love triumphs over hate and misunderstandings. YA

HERENCIA Y VIDA Carson, Hampton L. Libreros Mexicanos Unidos 1965 228p. $2.65. Deals primarily with the human individual as a biological entity originating from special parental cells, and explores the relationships of the individual to his family, his ancestors and to humanity. YA

HEREDOS DE LA CIENCIA Cruz, Celso. Atlantida 1966 126p. illus. $1.80. Very short biographies of well known scientists especially in the fields of medicine and the natural world. ALL

HERIDORES DEL MAR Berry, Erick. Limusa-Wiley 1966 224p. illus. $2.50. Describes operations of the Coast Guard Service which include law enforcement in territorial United States, scientific research, search and rescue and wartime activities. Presents a history of the Coast Guard and brief information on its Academy. YA

HISTORIA DE LA CIVILIZACION LATINOAMERICANA Langnas, I. L., & Gaetano Massa. Las Americas 1965 212p. $5.50. Short account of each of the Latin American countries, with general chapters on the inhabitants, history, culture, social and economic conditions and the national and international atmosphere. YA

HISTORIA DE LA LITERATURA HISPANOAMERICANICA EN EL SIGLO XIX Lazo, Raimundo. Porrua 1967 356p. $3.15. A scholarly survey of Hispanic-American literature during the Nineteenth century. YA
HISTORIA DE LA LITERATURA HISPANOAMERICANA PERIODO COLONIAL Lazo, Raimundo. Porraa 1965 370p. $3.15. A history of the HispanicAmerican literature during its Colonial period, 1492-1780, by a Cuban scholar. YA

HISTORIA DE LA LITERATURA MEXICANA González Peña, Carlos. Mexico, Porraa 1966 340p. $3.83. Good short account of all styles and writers of Mexican literature from its origin to the present times. YA

HISTORIA DE LA POESIA HISPANOAMERICANA Ferro, Hellén. Las Américas 1964 428p. $9.20. History of HispanicAmerican poetry describes how it developed from Colonial times. YA

HISTORIA DE LA REVOLUCION MEXICANA Mancíador, José. Costa-Amic 1967 367p. $4.78. History of the Mexican revolution by one of Mexico’s best writers. YA

HISTORIA DE LA TIERRA Ames, Gerald, & Wyler, John. JUVENTUD 1965 430p. illus. $4.65. Concise history of the United States through short sketches of its presidents and their work and ideas. ALL

HISTORIA DE LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS A TRAVES DE SUS PRESIDENTES Saldova, Miguel de. Letras 1962 79p. $1.85. Concise history of the United States through short sketches of its presidents and their work and ideas. ALL

HISTORIA DE LOS JUEGOS OLIMPICOS Kieran, John, & Arthur Daley. Diana 1967 430p. illus. $4.65. Inside stories of the Olympic Games since 776 B.C. with a list of winners by categories. YA

HISTORIA ILUSTRADA DE LA IGLESIA PARA LA JUVENTUD Rice, Edward. Diana 1966 4v. illus. $8.00. A simplified history of the Church with many illustrations from the first Christians to the present. YA

HISTORIA MEXICANA Cáñonovas, Agustín. Mexico, Marcombo 1967 191p. $2.75. A collection of the humorous sayings of Winston Churchill. YA

EL INGENIO DE KENNEDY Adler, Bill (c). Diana 1965 95p. illus. $2.75. A collection of the humorous sayings and jokes of John F. Kennedy. YA

INGLES EN EL BOLSILLO Blau, Bernard. Doubleday 1964 184p. illus. $2.35. Key to pronunciation, everyday phrases, exercises and controlled vocabulary are the special characteristics of this book. YA


INICIACION AL MODELISMO NAVAL Sánz-Pardo, Manuel. Santillana 1966 95p. illus. $1.80. Tools, materials and models for the construction of boats of all types.

INICIAR EN ELECTRICIDAD Smith, Bradley V. Marcombo 1967 148p. illus. $3.10. The basic knowledge of electricity in a questions-and-answers system that makes the book easy to understand and learn from. *

LOS INSECTOS Farb, Peter. Time, Inc. 1968 192p. col. illus. $4.96. An authoritative description, dramatically illustrated, of the manner in which insects successfully invade and exploit every territory and all possible sources of food. YA

INSTALE Y REPARE USTED MISMO SU FONTANERIA Frainet, Marcel. Espasa-Calpe 1965 64p. illus. $3.85. A complete but simple illustrated guide to water-pipe systems and the tools and materials needed for the work.

INTRODUCCION AL ESPACIO DuBridge, Lee. Pax-Mexico 1967 xv, 95p. illus. $2.72. Four lectures designed to describe the history of American achievement in space science and technology. YA

LA INTRUSA Bravo Adams, Caridad. Diana 1967 220p. $3.50. A depraved woman obsessed by suspicions commits several crimes, but finally the intriguers receives the punishment that she deserves. A Mexican romantic novel.

INUK, QUINCE AÑOS CON LOS ESQUIMALES Bullard, Roger. Juventud 1965 301p. illus. $3.70. Life of the Esquimos interlaced with the adventures of the author in the Arctic regions. YA *

INVENTIVA Mueller, Robert E. Libreros Mexicanos Unidos 1965 190p. illus. $2.65. Explores inventivity in art and science, examining man as an inventor and the nature of inventive processes. ALL

ISRAEL: AÑOS DE LUCHA Ben-Gurion, David. Diana 1966 206p. illus. $2.70. A history of Israel up until the time that it was recognized as a nation.

ISOTOPOS FABULOSOS McKown, Robin. Libreros Mexicanos Unidos 1965 214p. illus. $2.65. The special forms of some elements, only recently discovered, are increasing man’s knowledge and altering his way of living. ALL

ISRAEL: AÑOS DE LUCHA Ben-Gurion, David. Diana 1966 206p. illus. $2.70. A history of Israel up until the time that it was recognized as a nation.

JUVENTUD Rice, Edward. Diana 1966 4v. illus. $8.00. A complete but simple illustrated guide to water-pipe systems and the tools and materials needed for the work.

INVENTIVA Mueller, Robert E. Libreros Mexicanos Unidos 1965 190p. illus. $2.65. Explores inventivity in art and science, examining man as an inventor and the nature of inventive processes. ALL

INUK, QUINCE AÑOS CON LOS ESQUIMALES Bullard, Roger. Juventud 1965 301p. illus. $3.70. Life of the Esquimos interlaced with the adventures of the author in the Arctic regions. YA *

INVENTIVA Mueller, Robert E. Libreros Mexicanos Unidos 1965 190p. illus. $2.65. Explores inventivity in art and science, examining man as an inventor and the nature of inventive processes. ALL

ISRAEL: AÑOS DE LUCHA Ben-Gurion, David. Diana 1966 206p. illus. $2.70. A history of Israel up until the time that it was recognized as a nation.

IVANHOE Scott, Walter. Kapelusz 1964 181p. illus. $2.35. The noble Saxon knight fights with King Richard I during the Crusades, and returns to England to win the hand of the fair Rowena after defeating wicked Prince John’s knights in a great tourney. YA

JUANITA LA LARGA Valera, Juan. Biblioteca Nueva 1967 309p. illus. $2.00. Life and intrigues in a little town in the southern part of Spain. Don Paco challenges the town when he decides to marry Juanita, whose father nobody knows.

JUAREZ Foix, Pere. Trilllas 1965 331p. $5.41. A biographical sketch of Benito Juarez, a key figure in Mexican history. YA

EL JUDIO Heim, Jean. Espasa-Calpe 1967 64p. illus. $1.72. Short, practical guide on Judeo, with many illustrations. ALL

JUDE PARA MUJERES Harrison, E. J. Aguilar 1959 102p. illus. $2.85. Theory and practice of Jude for women, including its different methods and classifications.

JUEGOS DE EDUCACION FISICA Gómez del Valle, Pablo. Santillana 1967 91p. illus. $1.80. Exercises and games for young men to improve their physical fitness. YA

EL JUICIO DE NUREMBERG DESDE EL PUNTO DE VISTA ALEMAN Benton, Wilbourn, Grimm, Georg, (e). Constancia 1966 218p. $3.00. Thirteen articles by prominent Germans about the Nuremberg War Trials.

EL JURAMENTO DE DAVY CROCKETT Muray, Jean. Kaplusz 1964 168p. illus. $2.35. The adventures of Davy Crockett and his friend George with the Indian Red Sticks. YA


KENNY Bromfield, Louis. Sudamericana 1951 245p. $3.25. Three stories in an easy and interesting style. ALL

LECTURAS PARA MUJERES Mistral, Gabriela. Porción 1960 240p. $3.50. Three stories in an easy and interesting style. ALL

LEYENDAS Y TRADICIONES PUERTORRIQUEÑAS Coll y Toste, Cayetano. Vasco Americana 1966 465p. $3.50. Short stories about different happenings in Puerto Rican life since the time of the conquest. YA

LIBRO COMPLETO DE LA EDUCACION Y CUIDADO DEL PERRO McCoy, J. J. Diana 1966 315p. illus. $4.60. How to train, feed and live with your dog, and a description of the most common dog diseases. YA

EL LIBRO DEL CHARRO MEXICANO Rincon Gallardo & D. Carlos. Porción 1961 334p. illus. $4.52. All that a Mexican cowboy should know about different ways with horses, and his costumes and life. ALL

EL LIBRO DEL CONVALECIENTE Jardel Poncela, Enrique. Biblioteca Nueva 1966 483p. illus. $3.25. A biography of Lincoln written in a warm and readable style. YA

LAS LLAVES DEL REINO Cronin, A. J. Diana 1966 356p. $3.25. A young Scotaman decides to become a priest, and finds himself involved in a thirty years' struggle against indifference, famine and plague in his work as a missionary in the interior of China.

LO MEJOR DEL MAGO DEL SUSPENSO, ALFRED HITCHCOCK Barrera, Carlos (s). Mexico 1967 265p. $3.35. A collection of mystery and suspense stories by a number of writers, taken from Alfred Hitchcock's own collection of the best writings in this field.

LO QUE DIOS HA UNIDO Wast, Hugo. Diana 1965 240p. $2.30. Jorge thinks his wife Belén is dead and he becomes a priest, but after seven years they meet again.


LO QUE LA GRANDES RELIGIONES CREEN Gaer, Joseph. Diana 1967 223p. $2.80. The beliefs of different religious faiths are discussed in a simple and direct style. YA

LO QUE NO DIJE EN EL "SAN MICHELE" Munthe, Axel. Diana 1964 186p. $2.95. A collection of short stories about the author's experiences in France and Italy.

LO QUE PASO UNA VEZ Azorin, pseud. Lúmen 1962 89p. illus. $1.70. Six stories from real life and legend, by one of the greatest writers of all times. YA

LO QUE SE HA Dicho DE LAS MUJERES Sintes Pros, Jorge (c). Sintes 1964 244p. $3.65. Proverbs and sayings, written with the wit typical of the Spanish and Latin American character, on the subject of women.

LO QUE SE HA Dicho DEL AMOR Sintes Pros, Jorge (c). Sintes 1964 220p. $3.65. Proverbs and sayings on the subject of love, written with the wit typical of the Spanish and Latin American character.

LO QUE TODA MUJER DEBE SABER Safford, Henry Barnard. Dainón 1967 269p. illus. $2.87. All that a woman should know about how her body functions and about married life and pregnancy. "Tell me Doctor".

LO QUE TU CALLASTE Bravo Adams, Caridad. Diana 1966 239p. $3.30. A misunderstanding separates Maria Elena and Rodolfo a few minutes after their wedding.

LOLA, ESPESO OSCURO Fernández Florez, Darío. Plenitud 1965 405p. $2.90. A contemporary novel of Lola, a young woman who lives a rather free life until she meets and falls in love with Juan.

LA LUNA, NUESTRO SATELITE NATURAL Branley, Franklin M. Hobbs-Sudamericana 1964 100p. illus. $3.15. Records man's current scientific knowledge about the moon, including facts about eclipses, the moon's surface and atmosphere, past and present effect on tides. ALL

LA LUNA Brenna, Virgilio. Mexico, Novaro 1963 104p. col. illus. $3.85. The origin, substance, motion and surface of the moon are described in terms of known fact and supposition.

LA LUNA: UN NUEVO MUNDO PARA EL HOMBRE Carrillo Martín, Torrel. 1965 382p. illus. $4.20. A report about the latest progress in the conquest of space. YA

LA LUNA Y SEIS PENIQUES Somerset Maugham, W. Diana 1964 310p. $2.00. The story of a conventional London stockbroker who turns painter, and in the new pursuit of his art gives up wife, home, fame and the respect of his fellow beings.

MAGALLANES Zweig, Stefan. Barcelona 1964 285p. illus. $2.75. A biography of Ferdinand Magellan. YA

LOS MAMIFEROS Carrington, Richard. Time, Inc. 1966 269p. col. illus. $4.95. Presents the mammals' long, slow move up evolution's ladder, their family life, their means of finding food and protecting themselves. ALL


EL MANTO SAGRADO Douglas, Lloyd C. Latino Americana 1963 543p. $3.40. The robe of Jesus transforms the life of Marcelo, the young Roman soldier who commanded the troops that carried out the crucifixion and cast lots for the seamless garment. YA
ADULT BOOKS

MEXICO EN EL EXTRANJERO Luquin, Eduardo. Costa-Amic 1961 91p. $3.20. An explanation of the importance of Mexico to Europe, U.S., and the rest of the Americas. YA

MI AFICION AL MAR Vera González, A. Santillana 1963 115p. illus. $1.80. A thorough but simple survey of all the knowledge on sea and boats. ALL


MI COLECCION DE INSECTOS Mendoza, José Pablo. Santillana 1967 96p. col. illus. $1.80. How to initiate a collection of insects. ALL

MI MONTANA MAGICA Mann, Thomas. Ercilla 1963 196p.illus. $3.42. Presents a true picture of Mexico and its people. YA


MI MIERAS EN EL MEDICO LLEGA Armstrong & Hallock, Drs. Daimón 1963 264p. illus. $2.87. The book is divided into three parts, giving a general idea of the different parts of the body, an ABC of first aid, and treatment of more serious accidents. "What to do till the doctor comes!"

LOS MULDIAS DE KENNEDY Schlesinger, Arthur M. Ayxm 1966 749p. illus. $7.30. The special assistant to President Kennedy describes the historic events in which the President participated during his three years in the White House — A Thousand Days.

MI BERDA CLEMENTINA Fishman, Jack. Ayma 1964 455p. illus. $4.10. The days of struggle, disaster, and glory of the woman who shared life with one of history’s most notable figures. — My Darling Clementine.

MI DGETERO Liuch Mora, Francisco. Cordillera 1966 260p. $3.50. Studies of the poetry and other literature of Puerto Rico. YA *

MI MEJORES NOVELAS CORTAS Buck, Pearl S. Diana 1966 412p. $3.00. Eighteen of the author's short stories depicting the clash of the traditional and the modern in the Orient and presenting her views on the United States.

MI MISTERIOS DE LA VIDA DE ALCANCE DE LOS NIÑOS Arthus, André. Nova Terra 1965 2v. illus. $3.40. How children are conceived and born is explained in a very simple language and with a lot of illustrations in one of the volumes; the other volume is for the parents to help the children understand the explanations and guide them in any questions they might raise.

MI VIDA Princesa Soraya. Juventud 1966 207p. illus. $2.90. Soraya gives a frank account of her life since she was a little child, how she became engaged to the Shah, and her divorce.

MODERNAS MATEMATICAS SIMPLIFICADAS Kempf, Albert F. Cia General de Ediciones. Simple approach to the why and how of Mathematics. Illustrations and exercises accompany each chapter. YA

LA MONTANa MAGICA Mann, Thomas. Ercilla 1963 703p. $4.10. A novel evaluating the European scene prior to 1914, in which Hans Castorp, a patient in a Swiss sanatorium for tuberculosis, finds himself mentally and emotionally embroiled in an unreal atmosphere of invalidism and isolation.

LAS MONTANAS Milne, Lorus J., & Margery Milne. Time, Inc. 1966 192p. col. illus. $4.96. Formation, structure, and erosion of mountains; with some discussion of mountain climbing and plant and animal life. ALL

MORELOS Vargas Martínez, Ubaldo. Porrua 1966 176p. maps $3.44. Biography of the great Mexican patriot. YA

EL MOTOR DIESEL Vallés, Andrés. Sintes 1966 219p. illus. $3.00. Easy and practical guide to the principles, functions and repairs of Diesel motors.


MUCHAS FACETAS DE MEXICO Burnett, Jane. National Textbook Corporation 1966 illus. $3.42. Presents a true picture of Mexico and its people. YA


EL MUNDO EN QUE VIVIMOS Barnett, Lincoln. Time, Inc. 1967 224p. illus. $3.50. A colorful panoramic survey describes the structure, formation, and history of the earth. ALL


NARRACIONES HISTORICAS Coll y Toste, Cayetano. Diana 1965 230p. $3.85. Starts with an autobiography and gives less well-known details about the lives of Franklin, Washington, and others. YA


NEW REVISED VELAZQUEZ SPANISH / ENGLISH DICTIONARY Velázquez de la Cadena, Mariano. Follet 1967 783p. maps regular $7.35, thumb-indexed $8.95. Comprehensive bilingual dictionary with key to the pronunciation of both languages. Grammatical rules of both languages. ALL

EL NIÑO DE 1 A 6 ANOS Children's Bureau. Prensa Medica Mexicana 1966 99p. illus. $3.50. How to care for children from one to six years of age.

EL NIÑO DE 6 A 12 ANOS Children's Bureau. Prensa Medica Mexicana 1966 97p. illus. $3.75. A discussion of the needs of children in their pre-teens.

NORTE, NATURALEZA Y DRAMA DEL MUNDO POLAR Bodahl, Kaare. Juventud 1955 224p. illus. $2.75. Interesting story of how a Polar station is founded on a floating isle near the Pole. All about this region. YA *

LA NOVIA DEL ESTUDIANTE Cuchi Coll, Isabel. Rumbos 1968 98p. $2.45. Leonardo goes to the city leaving his sweetheart back home, gets involved with another woman and loses his true love. Play with a Puerto Rican. YA

NUESTRA ESPERANZA Johnson, Lyndon B. Limusa 1966 138p. illus. $2.55. A readable account of the hopes that President Johnson has for America, the great society, the seeking for peace. YA

NUESTRA REPOSTERIA Alfonso y Rodriguez, Dra. Dolores. Minerva 1966 159p. illus. $3.15. Typical pastry recipes of the Latin American countries, from everyday desserts to the most sophisticated confections. YA

NUESTRA SEÑORA VINO A FATIMA Hume, Ruth Fox. Diana 1965 190p. illus. $2.20. The story of the miracles of Fatima. YA

NUEVA ANTOLOGIA Ribera Chevermont, Evaristo. Cordillera 1966 162p. $3.70. Anthology of the poetical wire of the Puerto Rican. YA

UNA NUEVA ERA GLACIAL Richards, Leverett G. Henry, O. Hobbs-Sudamericana 1960 170p. illus. $3.15. The story of glaciers, bergs and ice-caps. A discussion of past ice ages and an investigation of the possibility of a recurrence in the future. "Ice Age Coming?" ALL


OASIS Buena, José Angel. Cia General de Ediciones 1966 130p. $2.80. The poetical work of the well known Cuban poet. YA

OBRAS ESCOGIDAS Christie, Agatha. Aguilar 1967 10v. $45.00. Collection of selected novels by the popular mystery writer.

OCUPACIONES INFANTILES Huber, Johanna. Kape-luz 1963 161p. illus. $3.28. Amusements and games for children at different age levels, with advice for parents and kindergarten teachers.

ORQUIDEAS DE MEXICO Wright, N. Petham. Editorial Fournier 1958 unp. illus. photo. $7.50. Beautiful photographs and descriptive texts in English and Spanish of the different variety of orchids that grow in Mexico. YA

ORTOGRAFIA PRACTICA AL DIA Trevino, Jorge. 1966 125p. illus. $3.67. A practical and modern manual on orthography. YA

OSCAR WILDE Hall, Desmond. Diana 1966 395p. $4.40. The biography of this controversial figure from his childhood in London until his death in Paris.

OSOS EN EL CAVIAR Thayer, Charles W. Rialp 1954 445p. $1.70. The author relates his amusing experience as a U.S. diplomat in Russia — Bears in the Caviar.

PARA TI NOVIA Publicaciones Juventud 1967 31p. illus. $2.60. Advice on how to plan a wedding.

PARA TI QUE SUFRES Fernandez, Domingo. Publicaciones Juventud 1967 30p. illus.$3.60. A comforting explanation of the physical and moral suffering in the world. YA

PAPEL Y TIJERAS Timen Castro, Jose. Santillana 1967 110p. illus. $1.80. All kinds of paper cutouts are suggested. YA

PANCHO VILLA Fox, Pere. Trillas 1967 294p. illus. $5.41. Biography of Pancho Villa, the famous Mexican warrior of the Mexican revolution. YA

PASAJEROS EN ARCADIA Y OTROS CUENTOS Henry, O. Hobbs-Sudamericana 1967 294p. illus. $3.40. Short stories of everyday life, the common people and their daily language.

PATRICIA Bravo Adams, Caridad. Diana 1967 376p. $3.70. Patricia persuades her father to leave the tranquility of his home and accept public office, in order to fight against vices and immoralities which are fabricated in political circles.


PECHO MORTAL Bravo Adams, Caridad. Constancia 1967 256p. $3.70. A story of moral and material conflict in which Juan Manuel dominates the lives of all around him; but he has to pay for his injustices.

LOS PACES DEL MUNDO Astrain, Miguel M. Bruguera 1965 315p. illus. $2.82. Short but objective account of all nations of the world. YA

PEPITA JIMENEZ Valera, Juan. Biblioteca Nueva 1955 216p. $2.00. Luis, a young seminarian, goes for a vacation in the country and meets and falls in love with Pepita. YA
ADULT BOOKS

PEQUEÑO LAROUSSE ILLUSTRADO Editorial Larousse 1968 1639p. $8.95. Excellent one volume dictionary-encyclopedia with entries under literary works, musical works and good charts on orthography, world history, etc. Good as a gazetteer too. ALL

LA PERLA Steinbeck, John. Luis de Caralt 1966 129p. $2.43. Kino finds a costly pearl and wants to sell it to give his little son a way out of their desperate poverty. But the pearl awakens murderous greed and brings tragedy. YA

PEYTON PLACE O LA CALDERA DEL DIABLO Metallic, Grace. Constancia 1965 442p. $3.35. The drama of the human comedy and tragedy is shown in the life and action of a small New England town through several years.

PINTE Y BARNICE USTED MISMO Morréel, Louis. Espasa-Calpe 1965 64p. illus. $1.85. An illustrated guide on how to select the right paint for exterior or interior painting, the combination of colors, how to prepare the material that is going to be painted and much other useful advice. YA

LA PINTURA DEL SIGLO XX Jaffe, Hans L. C., & Roters, Eberhard. Diana 1967 176p. illus. $4.65. A brief account of the art of painting from Impressionism to modern times, including short biographies of well-known painters. Many illustrations. YA

PLANETAS, ESTRELLAS Y ESPACIO Chamberlain, F. E. & Jaffe, H. L. C., & Roters, E. B. Diana 1966 223p. illus. $5.50. An excellent introduction to the principles of astronomy. Excellent photographs. ALL

LAS PLANTAS Went, Frits W. Time, Inc. 1966 194p. col. illus. $1.85. A vividly illustrated study of the green world which provides energy for all plant life, discussing plant structure and function, factors governing growth, abundance and distribution, and man's role in controlling nature. ALL

PLATERO Y YO Jiménez, Juan Ramon. Aguilar 1967 349p. illus. $5.00. The story of the donkey, Platero, provides a glimpse of life in an Andalusian village. YA

PLATOS DE FACIL TRANSPORTACION Alfonso Rodríguez, Dra. Dolores. Minerva 1966 158p. illus. $3.15. Simple recipes for the preparation of food that can be eaten cold or can be easily transported for picnics, etc. YA

PLOMERIA Miller, John G. Mexico, Diana 1966 188p. illus. $3.70. A book for plumbers and people doing plumbing jobs, explaining how to select, assemble and install different types of connections, valves and other accessories. YA

PLYMOUTH, REPARACION Y MANTENIMIENTO Serrano, Humberto. Las Americas 1967 175p. illus. $2.50. Guide to the repair and maintenance of Plymouth automobiles. YA

POESIA CUBANA CONTEMPORANEA López Morales, Ernest. Las Américas 1967 140p. $5.75. Selective anthology of contemporary Cuban poetry with an introductory chapter on the different trends reflected. YA

POESIA DE ESPAÑA Y AMERICA Ribes, Francisco (e). Santillana 1965 268p. col. illus. $1.70. Anthology of Spanish and Spanish-American poems from Classic to Modern. YA


POESIA, TEATRO Y PROSA Cruz, Sor Juana Inés de la. Porriña 1955 308p. $3.15. The complete works of this distinguished Mexican writer. YA

POESIAS COMPLETAS Gutiérrez Nájera, Manuel. Porriña 1953 2v. $5.40. The complete poetical works of a great Mexican author. YA

POKER DE BRUJAS Montaner, Carlos Alberto. 1968 128p. $3.00. Ten short stories in which the absurd, the strange and the true are presented with a dry humor and fast easy style.

LOS POLOS Loy, Willy. Time, Inc. 1967 182p. col. illus. $4.85. Describes and illustrates the polar regions, and indicates why they are important to us. Also explains the difficulties encountered in living and working in regions of extreme cold. ALL

POMARROAS Diego, José de XVII. Cordillera 1966 201p. $3.70. A collection of poems by José de Diego, the known Puerto Rican poet. YA


POR SIEMPRE JOVEN POR SIEMPRE SANO Devi, Indra. Constancia 1966 188p. illus. $3.40. Explains the spiritual attitude and the physical fitness of those that follow Yoga, with special attention to the physical exercises recommended. YA

PORQUE NO PODEMOS ESPERAR King, Martin Luther. Aymá 1966 271p. illus. $3.80. King explains the why, how, where and when of the Negro nonviolent rights campaign, reveals the stories behind the headlines and pleads the case for the Negro cause — Why We Can't Wait.

POR QUIEN DOBLAN LAS CAMPAÑAS Hemingway, Ernest. Diana 1964 494p. $3.85. A translation of Hemingway's novel "For Whom The Bell Tolls".

POTENCIA DESCONOCIDA Lavigne, Sigmund A. Pax-Mexico 1967 xi, 270p. illus. $2.75. The story of Charles Steinmetz, the man who harnessed electricity for domestic purposes. ALL

PRACTICAS COMERCIALES Y DOCUMENTACION Carrillo Zalce, Ignacio. Editorial Banca y Comercio 1967 xvi, 381p. illus. $3.37. A practical manual on business procedures, forms of contract and security, letters, etc. YA

EL PRECIO DE UN HOMBRE Adams, Caridad. Diana 1967 268p. $3.50. The story of Maricruz, the self-sacrificing nurse who finally is rewarded, and of an ambitious man who sacrifices his own family.

PREGUNTE SIEMPRE A UN HOMBRE Dahl, Arlene. Diana 1965 188p. illus. $4.75. Advice on how to improve your figure, your personality and your looks.


PRESENCIA DE PUERTO RICO EN LA HISTORIA DE CUBA Freire, Joaquín. Instituto de Cultura Puertorriqueña 1966 212p. illus. $2.75. An account of the contribution of Puerto Ricans to the liberation of Cuba during its struggle for independence. YA

EL PRESIDENTE JOHNSON Singer, Kurt, & Sherrod, Jane. Aymá 1965 311p. illus. $5.20. Biography of President Lyndon Baines Johnson, describing his origins, education and career in politics. YA

LA PRESTIGIDIGITACION Veno, Robert. Espasa-Calpe 1963 64p. illus. $1.72. Short and simple tricks you can do to amuse friends, with lots of illustrations. YA

PRIMERAS PROSAS Jiménez, Juan Ramón. Aguilar (Mexico) 1962 485p. $4.95. Verbal pictures, ballads and lyrics in prose from the published and unpublished work of the twentieth century poet. YA
EL PRIMER PASO IMPORTANTE National School Public Relations Assn. 1967 34p. illus. $2.85. Guide for parents whose children will start going to school in the near future — what to teach them and how to prepare them for it.

PROBLEMAS DE LOS HIJOS Speck, Dr. Benjamin. Daimón 1963 266p. $2.87. Practical and interesting essays on common problems with children.

PROBLEMAS DE LOS PADRES Speck, Dr. Benjamin. Daimón 1964 252p. $2.87. Study of many cases where difficulties with the children are actually mistakes of the fathers.

PROFUNDIDAD 11,000 METROS Picard, Jacques. Bruguera 1962 331p. illus. $2.82. A description of the invention and development of the bathyscaphe, with a discussion on the future of oceanography. “Seven Miles Down”. YA

PUEBLITO DE ANTES Davila, Virgilio. Cordillera 1967 163p. illus. $3.25. A collection of poems by the Puerto Rican poet with translations in English and critical notes. YA


REFRANERO CLASICO ESPANOL Y OTROS DICHOS POPULARES Maldonado, Felipe. C. R. (e). Taurus 1965 211p. $3.75. Collection of Spanish proverbs widely used by all Spanish-speaking people. YA

REINA SIN CORONA Bravo Adams, Caridad. Diana 1967 2v. $7.40. The hate between their families makes the love of Mauricio and Corina seemingly impossible, but their patience and loyalty triumphs in the end.

RENUCIA AL COMUNISMO Pellecer, Carlos Manuel. Costa-Amic 1967 127p. $3.44. A one-time leading Guatemalan Communist explains why he renounced Communism.

REPARACION RAPIDA DE RADIOS DE AUTOMOVIL Heath, G. W. Diana 1966 150p. illus. $3.70. Guide to repairing automobile radios. YA

REPAR RE SU AUTOMOVIL Spencer, Ralph. Minerva 1964 158p. illus. $2.50. General and practical guide to automobile repairs. YA


LAS REPUBLICAS DEL RIO DE LA PLATA Ferguson, J. Halcro. Time, Inc. 1966 180p. col. illus. $4.96. A description of the history and culture, the economic, political and social problems of the people of Paraguay, Uruguay and Argentina. ALL

EL RETRATO DE DORIAN GRAY Wilde, Oscar. Diana 1964 275p. $2.10. Dorian's portrait has a peculiar life of its own, and it successively reflects all Dorian's moods and vices as he slips on a downward path of degeneration showing no ill effects himself.

EL RETRATO DE LA REINA, LA HISTORIA DE NUESTRA SEÑORA DE GUADALUPE Mary Amatora, Madre O. S. F. Diana 1961 141p. illus. $3.00. A beautifully illustrated edition of the story of Our Lady of Guadalupe. YA

EL RETRATO DE MANOLETE Vazquez Amatoia, Daniel. Toray 1968 160p. col. illus. $4.96. Excellent photographs and simple description of bull fighter Manolete, whom he has painted, as well as others involved in bullfighting. YA

EL RADIOAFICIONADO NORTEAMERICANO Treister, Miguel. Uteha 1961 88p. illus. $3.75. General manual for amateur radio operators. YA

REFRANERO POPULAR BARCELONINO Cifuentes, Alex. Taurus 1967 224p. illus. $8.50. A beautifully illustrated edition of the story of Our Lady of Guadalupe. YA

REFRANERO CLASICO ESPANOL Y OTROS DICHOS POPULARES Maldonado, Felipe. C. R. (e). Taurus 1965 211p. $3.75. Collection of Spanish proverbs widely used by all Spanish-speaking people. YA

REFRANERO POPULAR BARCELONINO Cifuentes, Alex. Taurus 1967 224p. illus. $8.50. Excellent photographs and simple introductory text for a thorough study of the weather. ALL
S.O.S. ESTACION METEOROLÓGICA Bixby, William. Pax-Mexico 1967 191p. illus. $2.72. Describes the work and operation of the Weather Bureau, mentioning instances when weather changed the course of history. ALL

EL SACERDOTE NO SE PERTENECE Sheen, Fulton J. Diana n. d. $3.20. Explains what priests are and their obligations and renunciations in life. YA

SALUD POR MEDIO DE LA ALIMENTACION Stare, Fredrick J. Diana 1966 204p. $3.80. A guide to healthy eating habits.

LA SANGRE ENMIGRA Spota, Luisa. Diana 1967 255p. $3.00. A novel realistically portraying the life of the hopeless men and women who live in the country and await their death.

SANTA TERESITA DEL NINO JESUS Gonzalez Ronda, Marisa. Cantabrica 1963 unp. col. illus. $2.05. The life of Saint Therese de Lisieux. ALL

LOS SECRETOS DE LOS VIRUS Y LA NATURALEZA DE LA VIDA Stanley, Wendell M. & Valens, Evans G. Toray 1963 257p. illus. $3.50. Basic facts present the viruses as a molecule, an organism and a disease, and conclude with the chemicals and chemistry of life. YA

SECRETOS DEL FUTURO Clarke, Arthur C. Toray 1964 259p. illus. $3.66. Advances in space, oceanography, communications, education and genetics are seen as spearheading fantastic changes for man. YA

SECRETOS DEL KARATE CHINO Parker, Ed. Diana 1964 479p. illus. $4.25. Theories and methods of Karate and a description of its usefulness as an effective self-defense method and as exercise. YA

SECRETOS DEL MAR Cromie, William J. Toray 1964 353p. illus. $4.90. An account of life found in the ocean and current oceanographic experiments being carried on. YA

LOS SEITE MAYORES POETAS DEL MEXICO MODERNO Valenzuela Rodarte, Alberto. Trillas 1966 402p. illus. $3.70. Selection of some of the poetical work of modern Mexican poets with a critical-biographical study of each one. YA

SELECTIONS FROM SPANISH POETRY Resnick, Seymour. Harcourt 1962 56p. illus. $3.50. Selection of poems from Spain covering all periods, with English translations. YA

SENDA DE RENCOR Bravo Adams, Caridad. Diana 1966 286p. $3.70. On a wild island in the tropics, the love between Olivia and Bruno is threatened by the troubled lives of Hugo and Sara.


TEATRO CUBANO CONTEMPORANEO Cid, Dolores Marit de (c). Aguilar 1962 430p. illus. $5.15. Complete text of six plays by well-known contemporary Cuban playwrights. YA


TEATRO MEXICANO CONTEMPORANEO Aquilar 1962 514p. $5.15. Complete text of eight plays by six well-known contemporary Mexican playwrights. YA

TEATRO NORTEAMERICANO CONTEMPORANEO Aguilar 1962 594p. $5.15. Complete text of six plays by well-known contemporary American playwrights. YA

EMAS DE CULTURA MUSICAL Carrillo Paz, Gustavo, & Catano M., Fernando. Trillas 1963 143p. illus. $3.51. A music textbook containing historical data. YA

TENTACION Riera, Pepita. Constancia 1967 231p. $5.25. Sergio, the great pianist, for akes his career to search for his great love.

TERESITA: LA SANTA DEL CAMINITO Keyes, Frances Parkinson. Diana 1963 196p. illus. $2.50. A biography of Saint Therese of Lisieux. YA

TERMINOLOGIA CONTABLE Macias, Rafael. Trillas 1967 120p. $3.99. A Spanish and English dictionary of accounting terms designed for beginners. YA

EL TESORO DE LA SIERRA MADRE Traven, B. Cia 1966 120p. $3.20. An explanation of the tools needed in a workshop, showing the various operations they perform.

EL TIEMPO DE LA IRA Spota, Luis. Diana 1967 493p. $2.35. The author's impressions of Russia drawn from his trip through the U.S.S.R. YA

SPANISH-AMERICAN POETRY Resnick, Seymour. Har-vey House 1964 96p. illus. $3.50. Selection of the representative poetry of all Spanish-American countries, with English translations. YA

TIERRA DE JAGUARES


TIERRA Y FOLKLORE


LA TIERRA Y LA FAUNA DE AUSTRALIA

Bergamini, David. Time, Inc. 1964 189p. col. illus. $4.96. A picture-reference book on the strange and varied wildlife of this continent—the koalas, kangaroos, the platypus and many others, with a section on the life and tribal customs of the aboriginal peoples.

LA TIERRA Y LA FAUNA DE EURASIA

Bourlière, François. Time, Inc. 1966 250p. col. illus. $4.96. A description of the world's largest land-masses, showing man's misuse of it and the acute crisis in the animal world where many species face extinction.

LA TIERRA Y LA FAUNA DE SUDAMERICA

Bates, Marston. Time, Inc. 1966 200p. col. illus. $4.96. The greatest tropical rain forest, longest mountain range, largest river, vast grasslands and savannas support some of the richest and most peculiar plants and animals in the world.

LOS TITANES DE LA POESIA UNIVERSAL

Diana 1964 320p. $2.75. A compilation of poems from world literature.

TOME MEJORES PELICULAS

Matzkin, Myron. Martin 1966 161p. illus. $2.50. An introduction to all aspects of swimming from the elementary principles to training for races.

TRUCOS MAGICOS CON EL PAPEL

Severn, Bill. Diana 1967 116p. $3.00. Magic tricks that can be done with paper.

TU COLECCION DE MINERALES

Arroyo, José A. Santillana 1968 111p. col. illus. $2.43. How minerals are formed, their properties and classification, and what to do to start a collection.

TU HIJO Y EL SEXO


TU LIBRO DE NATACION

Jarvis, Margaret A. Sintes 1967 253p. illus. $1.90. The life saving and survival aspects of swimming.

TU TERRAZA Y LA JARDINERIA

Burgos González, Jesús. Santillana 1965 88p. illus. $1.80. Useful explanations and suggestions on gardening and how best to use the space you have for it.

TU VIDA Y LA MIA

Riera, Pepita. Constancia 1967 351p. $3.25. Gossips cause José Luis to break his engagement to Cristina until the truth of her behavior is discovered—Contemporary Cuban Novel.

ULTIMAS NEGROS

Kiyara, Legson. Paz-Mexico 1967 315p. $2.75. An African boy who will not take 'No' for an answer journeys thousands of miles in extremely harsh conditions in his determination to get an American education.

LA ULTIMA LLUVIA

Toul, André. Mexico, Diana 1966 190p. $3.80. An interesting study of juvenile gangs in Europe; how they are constructed, their goals and morals, etc.

EL UNIVERSO

Bergamini, David. Time, Inc. 1967 192p. col. illus. $4.96. Describes the planets, sun, stars, and near and distant galaxies.

URUGUAY

Union Panamericana 1962 47p. illus. $2.50. Basic information and statistics about the Republic of Uruguay.

LISTED MISMO PUEDE PREPARAR 250 SANDWICHES DELICIOSOS

Coulbaux, Paul. Espasa-Calpe 1963 64p. illus. $1.85. Recipes and illustrations on how to make sandwiches using a great variety of ingredients.

UTILES DESPUES DE MUERTOS


VACACIONES EN OTRO LADO

Heinrich, Willi. Planeta 1967 377p. $3.24. After the War, a young American girl goes to Sicily trying to find her husband lost during the War.

VACACIONES EN HONG KONG

Dunhill, James. Molino 1967 91p. illus. $1.42. Good story in which adventure and description of the real life in Hong-Kong is combined.

VALERIO TRUJANO

Chávez Guerrero, Hermino. Trillas 1961 172p. illus. $4.40. Biography of Trujano, lieutenant of José María Morelos. The lives of both men are constantly interlaced in the narrative.

VALLE NEGRO

Wast, Hugo. Diana 1963 304p. $3.55. Gracían and Mirra have loved each other since their childhood days, but when they grow up Victoria comes to disturb that love.
ADULT BOOKS

VEASE JOVEN Y VIVA MAS Hauser, Gaylord. Diana 1967 476p. $3.25. The importance of vitamins in the daily diet, giving different diets to follow. YA

VEINTE PERSONAJES CELEBRES DEL MUNDO NORTEAMERICANO MODERNO Cooper, Alice Cecilia & Palmer, Charles A. Libreros Mexicanos Unidos 1965 462p. illus. $2.85. Profiles of distinguished individuals presented to illustrate that anyone who knows what he wants and works steadily for it will attain his goal. YA

VEINTICUATRO HORAS DE LA VIDA DE UNA MUJER Zweig, Stefan. Diana 1964 174p. $2.20. The romance between a mature woman and a young man in Montecarlo.

Vela, Manual del patron de yate Gasoliba, Cecilio. Sintes 1965 244p. illus. $3.15. A guide to boats and boating etiquette. YA

LOS VERDES ANOS Cronin, A. J. Diana 1963 337p. $2.90. The story of an Irish boy's adolescence and growth to manhood in an industrial town in Scotland. Portrays a young man overcoming great differences in religion and nationality to realize his dreams of a medical education. ALL

VERSOS Martí, José. Las Américas 1962 287p. $5.50. A selection of the poetical work of José Martí, well-known Cuban patriot and writer; with introductory notes on the poems which appeared during the most fruitful years of his life. YA

LA VIDA HEROICA DE MARIA CURIE DESCUBRIDORA DEL RADIO Curie, Eva Espasa-Calpe xi. 1964 337p. $2.75. The daughter of Madame Curie narrates the life of this great woman. YA

LA VIDA INUTIL DE PITO PEREZ Romero, J. Rubén. Porrúa 1966 232p. $3.44. With very typical Spanish humor this Mexican writer relates the life of Pito in his small village.

LA VIDA SALE AL ENCUENTRO Martín Vigil, José Luis. Escelicer 1964 347p. $2.30. Ignacio faces the transition to manhood. YA *

VIDAS QUE HAN MOVIDO AL MUNDO, FIRST SERIES Shipp, Horacio. Cía General de Ediciones 1966 184p. $3.00. Short and interesting biographies of men and women who helped in their lives to attain progress and social justice. YA

VIDAS QUE HAN MOVIDO AL MUNDO, SECOND SERIES Shipp, Horacio. Cía General de Ediciones 1966 188p. $1.30. Biographies of people who, because of their courage and decision, have left a mark on the world. YA

VIRGILIO DAVILLA, SU VIDA Y SU OBRA Orama Puddilla, Carlos. Cordillera 1963 179p. $3.70. The life and work of this famous Puerto Rican poet. YA

EL VISITANTE NOCTURNO Y OTROS CUENTOS Traven, B. Diana 1967 190p. $2.70. A collection of stories about Mexico. YA

VIVA EN PAZ CON SUS NERVIOS Alvarez, Dr. Walter C. Bruguera 1965 266p. $2.81. In simple language and interesting style Dr. Alvarez tells the importance of controlling the nerves, and gives advice for a happier life. YA

VIVA MAS Y MEJOR! Steinrohn, Peter J. Editorial Continental S. A. 1966 279p. $3.75. How to deal with different illnesses, and how to approach life and plan to enjoy it. *

VIVACS EN BORNEO Pfeffer, Pierre. Vicena Vives 1964 211p. illus. $3.01. Interesting story of a trip to the island of Borneo to study the tribes living there and its flora and fauna. YA *

VOLANTES DE LA MUERTE Daley, Robert. Bruguera 1962 349p. illus. $2.40. A history of each of the thirteen Grand Prix circuits, and some information on the men who manufacture and design the cars, and the drivers. ALL

VOLKSWAGEN, REPARACION Y MANTENIMIENTO Ráez, Orestes A. Minerva 1967 159p. illus. $2.50. Clear explanation of the parts of the Volkswagen and how they function, with a guide to repairing them. YA


YO NO CREO EN LOS HOMBRES Bravo Adams, Caridad. Diana 1967 279p. $3.70. Maria Victoria's love is betrayed by Arturo, who pays with his life for all his wickedness.

YO PECADOR Mojica, Fr. José Frenolico de Guadalupe Jus 1965 402p. illus. $2.95. An autobiography of the Mexican movie star who gave up his career to become a priest YA

YOGA PARA LA BELLEZA Y LA SALUD Rawls, Eugene S. & Eve Diskin. Diana 1968 287p. illus. $4.60. How to do and benefit from many Yoga exercises is explained as well as different plans to follow for special weight and nervousness problems. YA

All books listed are hardbound or specially bound unless otherwise noted. Prices shown are net.

Those books in the Children's and Adult listings suitable for use with young adults have a "YA" designation at the end of the annotation.

Symbols used in list: (a) adaptor (b) compiler (c) editor (d) translator (e) selector (f) translator

Unless otherwise noted, all books are available from Bro-Dart, Inc.